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The mini dorms may be throwing their doors open to a wider range of students in the future, 
following an unsuccessful struggle in recent years to attract residents to the concept of "theme 
living." (Mark DesRochers photo) 
Liquor stores shafted 
By Stephanie Scanlon 
and George V ialle 
Homecoming weekend may 
h'1ve been fun for most people 
in Durham, but one month later 
some local merchants are suf-
fering r~percussions from the 
festivities, 
Bread and Butter Groceries 
and the Pertee Brook Market 
were caught by the Liquor 
Commission, Friday Oct. 3, 
selling alcohol to minors. This 
resulted in a seven day suspen-
sion of both merchants' liquor 
licenses. 
The suspe·nsion went ~nto 
effect last Monday, Nov. 3. It 
will be lifted Nov. 10. 
According to Carl McKenney, 
an employee of the State Liquor 
Commission, Jodi's also had 
their liquor license suspended 
for one week, because they did 
not pay their beer bills. The 
9wner ofJodi's had no comment 
on the situation. 
According to Devora Seper-
son, the manager of Bread and 
Butter Groceries, OQ the night 
of Oct. 3, a young man qu11.e into 
the store to buy beer. When he 
was asked for identification at 
the cash regi~ter she sa.id he 
presented what ,seemed to be 
a legitimate ID. 
Seperson said the young man 
left the store with the alcohol. 
A liquor commissioner, who was 
patrolling the downtown area, 
asked him for some identifica-
tion. According to Seperson the 
customer presented a license 
that stated he was under 21. She · 
said the minor proceeded to 
deny that 4e was ever carded 
in Bread and Butter. 
A similiar situation occurred 
at Pettee Brook Market the same 
evening. Jenny Keegan, the 
manager of Petree Brook, said 
a girl came in to the store and 
bought alcohol. She was also 
carded at the register. Keegan 
said she gave the salesperson 
a license thatr~sembled her. 
· According to .. Keegan when 
the girl left the store with her 
purchase, she found two liquor 
commissioners waiting in , the· 
parking lot. When they asked 
her for identification, she gave 
them the license she previously 
used to purchase the alcohol. 
Keegan said the liquor com-
missioners could tell the person 
on the ID was not the girl. The 
girl showed them her real 
license which proved she was 
under 21, Keegan said. 
The employees who sold 
alcohol to minors at Bread and 
Butter and Pettee Brook did not 
get into any legal trouble, be-· 
cause they asked the customers 
for some identification. In both 
cases, the identification pres-
ented resembled the customers. 
Both merchants said they will 
try to be more aware of who is 
purchasing alcohol from them 
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By Pano Brooks 
Students living in Richard-
son, Sackett, Woodruff, and 
Marston Houses may have to 
move next year due to the mini 
J dorm revitalization committee's 
decision. 
The mini dorms are located 
behind Williamson and are 
special interest housing. Each 
house has a ' theme, and the 
residents are required to do 
projects according to the theme. 
"The mini's have a hard time 
getting people involved in their 
themes," said Anne Lawing, 
assistant director of residential 
life. "The people in the mini's 
are apathetic." 
During the last few years, 
interest in the mini dorms has 
decreased. "More freshmen are 
being dropped into the mini 
dorms, but they were originally 
designed for upper classmen," · 
said Mary Gaucher, hall director 
of the m.ini dorms. 
Marston House only had 18 
out of 53 returning students 
from last semester. 
According to Carol Bischoff, 
director of residential life, ' the 
revitalization committee is "re-
sponding to student attitude." 
Bischoff said because there have 
been fewer students signing up 
to live in the mini dorms "fresh-
man who really don't want to 
be there" have been placed in 
them. . 
Bischoff said the mini dorms 
were very popular in the 60's 
when groups of AO to 50 stu-
-dents decided to live together 
and work on a theme they were 
all interested in. "Students now 
have a lor-of other things they 
want to do," Bischoff-said. "They 
don't want to commit them-
selves to themes." 
One complaint students have 
about living in the mini dorms 
is the remote location. "Most 
freshmen want to have room~ 
mates and be in the hub of the 
campus," said Faucher. T~e mini 
dorms are made up of mostly 
single rooms, and house only 
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Stickers leave 
frats wondering 
By Marla G. Smith 
Five fraternities woke to find 
red stickers proclaiming "This 
promotes women· hating" yes - _ 
terday on the outside of their 
houses. 
Out of thC' 14 fraternities on 
. campus, Kappa Sigma, Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon, Alpha Tau Ome-
ga, Sigma Phi Epsilon, and Pi 
Kappa Alpha were the frater-
nities plagued with stickers. 
However, no one seemed to 
know who put them there or 
why. 
Tom Gamache, Sigma Beta 
president said, "There were a 
bunch of them on our door. I 
have no idea where they came 
from. We just took them down. 
What can you do?" 
ATO brother, Rod Labranche 
said he saw the stich:rs on the 
house when he was on his way 
to the post office. "They were 
on the side of our house. They 
stuck out against the white 
pa_int . At first I thought that 
they were bumper stickers from 
a radio station." 
Labranche said there were 10-
15 stickers on the ATO house. 
·~I thought it was a women's 
group that put them on the 
house. People took it as a joke 
because they know it's not true 
(that fraternities promote wom-
en hating).' Whoever did it 
obviously doesn't know us, 
because we're not like that" he 
' . \ ' 
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Message off ends 
some students 
The winners and · 
the losers. Turn to 
pages 2 and 3 for 
N .H. election cov-
erage. 
Students lining up outside T-Hall this week to pre-register 
for courses next semester. (Mark DesRochers photo) . 
By Pano Brooks 
A mattress scrawled with the 
,message: "Ladies Tea Tonight 
(no fat chicks) P.S. vote fabs and 
watty - student body president," · 
was on the lawn of 14 Mill Road 
early Wednesday morning as 
students arrived for classes. 
Several complaints were 
made to Dean of Students J. 
Gregg Sanborn's office and to 
Dean William Kidder's. Several 
callers said they .suspected the 
sign belonged to the Acacia 
fraternity. 
Kidder investigated the sign 
at 10:30 a.m. on Wednesday and 
found it had been knocked down. 
"I received a number of com-
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plaints that it was the fraternity 
(Acacia ) ," Kidder said, "but I 
checked back and I found that 
it'was the house next door. My 
concern was that there was 
~mmediate negative stereotyp-
IDg of the fraternity." 
Acacia president Doug 
LaChance was unavailable for 
comment. LaChance went to see 
Kidder to inform him that the -
sign was not Acacia's. Acacia 
vice-president and pledge train-
er Dan Dittmeier said "I knew. 
nothing about it." 
Kidder said, "The fraternities 
.are very conscious about their 
\ 
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The New Hamp-
shire will not be 
published on Tues-
day, Nov. 11 be-
cause of the Vete-
rap's day holiday. 
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Sununu's win: no cakewalk 
By Paul Tolme 
The large slab of chocolate 
cake commemorating John Su-
nunu's victory and son Chris-
topher's twelfth birthday re-
mained mostly uneaten. 
Governor Sununu did not even 
have a piece. 
For a numb_er of reasons the 
· evening never really got going, 
never hit the festive pitch 
- expected. This was Sununu 's 
campaign party. 
An hour and a half after the 
polls closed, the 30 reporters 
surrounping the press podium 
outnumbered Sununu suppor-
ters. A student reporter from 
Dartmouth said he expected 
something paralleling a New 
Year's 'Eve ballroom party. But 
there was no dancing or confetti, 
no popping of corks. 
Sununu · distanced himself 
from the crowd. He appeared 
only once before receiving Paul 
McEachern' s concession phone 
caU at about 10: 15 p.m. He 
talked br.iefly 'with a reporter 
from Channel 9 at 8:00 before 
again disappearing. McEachern 
trailed Sununu 35,845 ,votes 
( 4 3 . 5 % ) ·to 4 6, 5 7 8 votes 
(56.5 % ) at the time of the call. 
The Sununu headquarters was 
based in the Pierce Ball Room 
of ·the New .Hampshire High-
way Hotel, jn Concord. The 
Highway Hotel is a rambling 
white fortress located a few 
hundred yards below Interstate 
93 . It caters to large conven-
tions, and year after year houses 
the Republican headquarters. 
No free victory champagne 
flowed. There were three cash 
bars. The caterers held ou_t on 
the good hors d' oeuvres until 
the room started to fill at 8:30. 
The buffet table had bite-size 
foods : tiny tuna and ham salad 
sandwiches, mini-egg rolls, little 
hot dogs and Swedish meatballs. 
Tooth pick foods . By the end 
of the evening toothpicks were 
piled high on the edges of the 
buffet table. 
Grey-haired Harriet Tilyard, 
a lifelong Republican and 
member of the Hopkinton 
Women's club, did not think 
Sununu could lose. "He's done 
so much for the state and he 
works so hard, " she said. 
McEachern's only issue, Sea-
brook, was not large enough to 
defeat Sununu, said Tilyard. A 
lot of others thought the same. 
Maybe that is why they stayed 
away tonight. 
"And besides, there will be 
those (nuclear power plants) 
anyway," Tilyard said looking 
away. 'Just like wars," she added . 
in afterthought, her voice trail-
ing off. 
Tucked ·in- the farthest corner 
of the ballroom· the band, ',' Bjt~ 
tersweet" played Juice· Newton 
and Kenny Rogers songs. The 
beard.ed lead singer looked out 
of place in the conservative 
crowd. He wore a light blue 
polyester suit and open collared 
pink shirt. 
Volunteer spokesman Paul 
Nagy of East Andover contract-
ed "Bittersweet." He appeared 
to have more fun than anyone 
else. He was the party's roving 
Ed McMahon, and let out an 
occasional cheer audible · above 
the din of conversation and 
music. 
Nagy announced vote tabu-
lations from Sununu's podium 
every 20 minutes. His voice rose 
to a crescendo when he read 
Sununu's vote count. There is 
a streak of cowboy in Nagy. He 
seemed to be suppressing a 
"Yee-ha!" 
The crowd clapped. 
By 9:30 the ballroom finally 
fill ed. People clustered around 
the buffet table, bars, and two 
television sets that were broad-
casting Channel 9 election cov-
erage. 
Nagy has done volunteer 
work for Sununu since the start 
of this campaign. "Things are 
going as expected," said Nagy. 
"The New Hampshire voters 
are intelligent ... and we' re going 
to party," he said clenching a 
fist. · 
· ' Despite Nagy's ·cheerleadinig', 
the.crowd memb.ers remained 
calm. They clenched drinks. 
Some volunteers gave out 
Sununu tee-shirts in the lobby.-e 
Governor John Sunumi won a close election on Tuesday. (File 
photo) -
Geraldine Sylvester, head of the 
Off ice of Alcohol and Drug 
Abuse Prevention sipped a gin 
anc;l tonic. She thought Sununu 
would win with 63 percent of 
the vote. She was surprised 
'when his share sank to 5 7 
percent at 9:30. 'Tm fascinated 
he (McEachern) could get so . 
much support just because of 
Seabrook." 
Volunteer Shelley Holbrook 
sat on the edge of the stage upon 
which Sununu later spoke. She 
calmly sipped a drink and re-
· 1axed. 
At 10:20 McEachern ended 
all ·doubt. He publicly· conceded 
to ~uriimu mre~cChannel 9 . .. . 
· Sununu appeared for the 
second time a few minutes later. 
He stayed in the ballroom until 
late after his speech, but spent 
most of the time with reporters. 
The Governor thanked his op-
ponent for the gracious conces ~ 
sion. Sununu remained calm. 
With his eight children, wife 
and Mom and Dad behind him 
on the stage, Sununu doled out 
his gratitudes. He did not forget 
anyone. Applause followed ev-
<;ry pause. And th~n there was 
laughter: Sununu called himself 
"a sweet pussy cat," despite what 
everybody dse s£i.id. 
But Sununu barely spoke of 
Seabrook. He said a commit-· 
ment has been made to ensure 
the safety of the ·publiC'and of 
the s.tate'.s ernno.my. ,Applause. 
He said he would continue to 
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NEWS IN BRIEF 
-Public Safety bicycle auc-
tion 
The DepartIT}ent of Public Safety will auction 
unclaimed bicycles in the parking lot of J anetos 
House on Saturday, Nov. 15. Pre-inspection of all 
bicycles may be conducted between 8 a.m. and 9 
a.m. All sales must be paid immediately. 
Snake closes Indian fac-
tory 
A fa'ctory near Goa, India has been clo~ed for 
more than two months because a venomous cobra 
has been living in the owner's office. The s-nake 
was first spotted on the owner's chair on Aug. 28. 
Since snakes are worshipped by many Hindus, the 
factory workers ran to a temple for advice and were 
told not to disturb the "cobra _god,'" according to 
the Press Trust of India. 
Shultz, Shevardnadze 
meet 
Secretary of State George P . Schultz and Soviet 
Foriegn Minister Eduard Shevardnadze met Wed-
nesday night for three hours, twice as long as was 
originally expected. 
During the closed meeting, the two men had a 
"se.rious discussion of the full agenda discussed 
at Reykjavik," according to a State Department 
spokesman. 
In a speech before the meeting, Shevardnadze 
added a new precondition involving the U.S. missile 
defense plan, to concluding agreements to reduce 
medium- and long-range offensive forces. 
Sununu stands pat on · 
Seabrook 
In the wake of a surprisingly close election, Gov. 
John Sununu says he sees no reason to change his 
support for Seabrook Station. 
·Wednesday, Sununu said residents' concerns over 
Seabrook were based on emotions, not facts. He 
said Democrats exploited these emotions success-
fully. 
"They touched that emotional nerve and swayed 
some votes," he said. · 
Sununu had the smallest margin of victory of 
any major Republican candidate in the state. 
Hasenfus flight linked to 
White Hous.e 
The C-123K cargo plane shot down last month 
while flying supplies to Nicaraguan contras was 
part of a secret White House-ininitiated program 
that relied on ex-CIA op'eratives to bypass a ban 
on U.S. military aid, according to sources tied to 
the effort. 
According to current and former administration 
officials and contra leaders, the operation began 
in early 1984 when President Reagan approved 
a plan to replace C_IA assistance with he,lp from 
Americans outside the government . . 
House and Senate intelligence committees have 
begun examining the situation to see if the alleged 
White House ties constituted a violation of a two-
year congressional ban on providing military 
assistance to the contras. 
Correction 
In an October 7 article about the Tin Palace's 
drinking policy, a statement made by the Tin Palace 
manager was incorrectly attributed to Jess Gangwer. 
The New Hampshire regrets the error. · 
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McEachern slips to Sununu 
By Bob Bosworth 
- Paul McEachern, the Demo-
cratic candidate who lost his bid 
to upset Governor John Su nu nu, 
could be compared to the 1986 
Boston Red Sox team. 
Like the Red Sox, who prog-
nosticators picked to finish fifth 
in the standings but managed 
to take the New York Mets to 
the seventh game of the World 
Series, Paul McEachern: proved 
the experts wrong by making 
the gubernatori_al race closer 
than people imagined. 
Many pollsters said the race 
would go two to one in Sununu's 
favor. However, the final tally 
was expected to be in the area 
of Sununu 54 percent, McEach-
ern 43 percent. 
And like Red Sox fans watch-
ing the Mets celebrate, 3 50 
McEachern supporters were 
stunned and disappo.inted when 
McEachern gave- his concession 
speech at 10:17 p.m. at the 
Millyard Restaurant in Man-
chester. 
Only minutes before the 
crowd cheered as a television 
report had Sununu's margin 
slipping from 56 percent to 44 
percent. 
This was the most excitement 
the crowd had exhibited all 
night. But before anyone could 
say "the possible dream comes 
true," McEachern conceded,. 
saying "I appeal to those can-
didates who won seats tonight 
to keep up the fight against 
growth and Seabrook." 
McEachern was not at the 
Millyard before his speech. He 
watched election returns from 
his sister's home in Manchester. 
At 7:30 p.m., there were about 
100 supporters milling about 
the function room decorated 
with red, white and blue strea-
mers, blue and white balloons 
and McEachern for Governor 
signs. 
When the first returns came 
in at 8 p.m., Sununu led 62 
percent to 38 percent with three 
percent of the vote in. A quiet 
hush blanketed the room. 
But shortly thereafter, Dr. 
David Moore, WMUR pollster 
and political science professor 
at the University of New Hamp-
shire, appeared on Channel 9 
and said results of an exit poll 
showed McEachern behind 51 
to 49 percent. 
After Moore said, "I can't say 
anything more about the gov·-
ernor ' s race," supporters 
cheered for the first time. 
Then Catherine O'Brien, 
McEachem's senior campaign 
aide, said during ajive broadcast 
from the Millyard, "Governor 
Sununu's .going to be discour-
aged. We're confident for a 
victory." 
So were Red Sox fans when 
Boston took a 3 to 2 game lead 
into New York. 
And before one could recall 
Bill Buckner's error in game six, 
Moore projected Sununu the 
winner, just six minutes after 
calling the election too close. 
Supporters stared silently in 
shock but faith remained with 
them. 
Peabody crushed by Rudman 
By Mary Beth Lapin 
. Supporters at· the Peabody for 
Senate campaign headquarters 
on election night did not expect 
an eveninR of full scale celebra-
tion. ' 
The campaign had rented out 
half of the American Legion 
Hall on Elm Street in Manches-
ter. Half the tables and chairs 
remained up-ended on the outer 
edges of the room. 
Decorations were limited to 
several red, white . and blue 
campaign posters surrounding 
the raised platform where Peab-
ody would deliver his speech 
later in the evening. At 8:30 
p.m. there was not much dispute 
as to what sort of speech Peab-
ody would give. 
"We've lost," said Gary Ga-
lanis, Peabody's deputy press 
secretary, sipped on a Lite beer 
and surveyed the meager crowd 
from a corner of the room. The 
cash-bar was doing brisk bus - . 
iness. 
A Domino's Pizza delivery 
boy entered through a side door 
carrying four large pizzas. These 
were quickly appropriated by 
Peabody's campaign staff at a 
secluded corner table. · 
Ex-congressman Norman 
D'-Amours ·headed for the exit. 
He w.as. tailed by Dan. Rupli, 
Peabody's campaign manager. 
"Norm!" Rupli called urgently, 
"Stay with us." D' Amours 
paused. Rupli touched his 
sleeve. "Chub would love to see 
you tonight," he said. D' Amours 
nodded brusquely and walked 
out into the cold. 
A three piece band which had 
been assembling near the stage, 
suddenly let loose a throbbing 
rendition of "The Girl From 
Ipanerria." Their microphones 
and sound equipment squawked 
periodically. Closing her eyes 
against the intermittent glare 
. of camera lights, the vocalist 
. murmured the lyrics in a French 
accent. Conversation in the 
room ceased, then resumed at 
a higher volume. 
Rupli paced the floor expres-
sionlessly, his hands buried in 
the pockets of a navy blue blazer. 
Camera crews and press repre-
sentatives crouched in front of 
a portable television set and 
strained to hear over the band. 
"The ~otes are being counted 
now and we're losing," Galanis 
said. "There's nothing we can 
do to stop it." Galanis attributed 
Peabody's de.feat to a poorly 
organized campaign and a very 
popular incumbent, Warren 
Rudman. 
"It's like David and Goliath," 
he shrugged, "but we got beat."' 
As the hand took a breather 
between sets, conversation in 
the room dropped to a more 
subdued pitch. Galanis turned 
his back to the scene, shutting 
his eyes briefly. "God, what a 
wake," he said. 
Sally and Bill Marog from 
Massachusetts stirred watery 
dr"inks and waited for Peabody · 
to arrive. They shared a packet 
of salted nuts. Marog works for 
the Turnpike Authority. He said 
he likes to help (:andidates, 
especially "one of the greatest 
politicians of our time." 
Marog sports an oversized 
'Tm With Chub" button on his 
plaid lapel. He reminisced about . 
the 1962 election, when Peabody 
won the Massachusetts guber-
natorial race, during the 
Kennedy administration. Marog 
said the atmosphere on that 
election night was· far from 
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Senator Warren Rudman (R-NH) will be returning to a Senate 
controlled by the Democrats. (File. photo) 
Big win satisfies 
Rudman fans 
By Jon Clough 
The Mark Herbert Band 
played loudly the tunes of John 
Phillip Sousa. The room was 
packed with people who sup-
ported Senator Warren Rudman 
(Republican). 
Meanwhile, at the other side 
of the Holiday Inn in Manches-
ter, N.H. the scene changed. A 
slow version of a recent pop 
song played faintly in the hal-
lway ouside the campaign head-
quarter.s of Bruce Valley· (lnde-
pe ndem). Thirty people were 
crammed into a room that was 
a quarter of the size as Ru.d-
man's. . , 
It was a time that -many 
Rudman fans had expected to 
come and did. In the race for 
New _Hampshire senator, he 
defeated Democrat Endicott 
Peabody and Valley, gafoing 66 
percent of the votes with 255 
precincts reported. 
Jim Carroll, wearing a blue 
blazer and red silk tie, said this 
is what made the job worth-
while. "This is the best part of 
the campaign, when we finally 
get to party in victory," said 
Carroll, a volunt-eer in rhe · 
Rudman campaign. 
The Rudman crowd was for-
mally dressed. Each man wore 
a suit and tie, and each woman 
wore her evening dress. A 
television camera from Channel 
Nine was there. People ate from 
a catered smorgasboard of sal-
mon, roast beef, chicken 
nuggets, sauteed mushrooms, 
and three different kinds of 
cheeses. They drank from the 
two cash bars. 
Dave Young, ·a state senator 
from District One, said it was 
a big victory for Rudman. "I 
think the pe6ple chose him, 
because he srood for what they 
believe in and want," said 
Young, a tall man with well-
groomed black hair.· 
As Senator Gordon Humph-
rey introduced Rudman, prior 
to the victory speech, he said, 
"He got what he had coming." 
Rudman, with a smile from 
ear to ear, first calied his family 
up' to the\ podium. before ad-
dressing the audience. "These 
are the people that kept me 
going the past two weeks," he 
said as he hugged his son. 
At 10:00, Bruce Valley said 
he was happy there were no TV 
cameras viewing him. That 
wasn't his style._ He said, "(Rud-
man's actions) are the kind of 
stuff that revile the Soviet 
Union." 
Valley, a stocky man with 
medium length black hair, 
smiled when asked about his 
future. "Lik_e any good politician 
in my position, I must say, I 
don't know," he said. However, 
Valley said he learned how fo 
handle the press and write 
memos which could help him 
in the future. 
Three of Valley's supporters 
wore Disabled Veterans baseball 
caps. The tags on one man's 
uniform read "Dave and Ma-
ranatha Carpet." He wore dirty 
Levi's with green socks, hlue 
sneakers, and a "Vote Valley" ~ 
. painter's cap on his head. H~ 
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Smith recaptures seat in Congress 
i 
By Erih McGraw 
It seemed fo never be over. 
At 10:30 on election night, when 
only 39 percent of the voting 
districts had turned in their 
results, neither Bob Smith nor 
Jim Demers was ready to-call 
it quits. 
Although supporters for the 
- first district in~umbent con-
gressman were confident that 
the 6000 vote lead would mean 
victory for Smith, no victory 
speeches were made, and no 
concessions from the f iesty 
Demers. 
"This race is far from over," 
Demers' brother said at 10:45. 
Votes from the seacoast region, 
where Demers was expected to 
do well had not yet come in. 
Demers did -do well in that 
region, but not well enough. In 
keeping with the "Republican 
sweep" statewide, minutes later 
it was clear. Demers would not 
win tonight. 
- In his concession speech, 
Demers thanked his staff and 
family. In good -spirits, the 
young Dover Democrat said he 
had heard in New ,Hampshire 
you do not win on your second 
. try, but on your third, implying 
we have not seen the last of Jim 
Demers. He also said that the 
race between himself and Smith 
was a race that both Republicans 
and Democrats alike can be 
proud of. 
"It was a campaign about 
issues and records, not character 
and integrity," Demers said to 
his cheering crowd at the 3rd 
Floor Restaurant in Manchester. 
Looking for answers, Demers 
said that the light voter turnout 
in the Seabrook region definitely 
hurt his campa,ign. But when 
asked what he would have done 
differently if he could do it all 
over, he confidently replied 
"absolutely nothing." 
Across tovrn at the Institute 
of Arts and Sciences Bob Smith-
p re pa red to give his victory 
address to an older crowd of 
New Hampshire Republicans. 
Confident supporters left their 
Cadillacs and Mercedes on this 
bitter cold night to celebrate 
another victory with the second 
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ON THE SPOT 
Tuesday was election day and Paul McEachern 
was unsuccessful in trying to unseat incumbent 
Governor John Sununu. McEachernJs campaign 
was a rmissionJ to stop the Seabrook nuclear 
power plant} while Sununu promised to keep 
the stateJs economy strong and to not start a 
sales tax. 
What do youJhink about 
the results of the 
gubernatorial· election? 
"I liked McEachern 's 
stand against Seabrook -
but Sununu seemed to be 
-the best all-around can-
didate on the other issues. 
I guess I am satisfied with 
the outcome." 
u1 think Sununu has done 
great things · for New 
Hampshire. Unemploy• 
ment i~ down in the state, 
we need energy from Sea-
brook, and he also did not 
cut student aid." 
''I am disappointed that 
Sununu won because he 
supports Seabrook. My 
house is real close to it so 
I had an immedi(l-te inter-










Friday, November 7, 1986 
P~blic Service of New Hampshire, the state's 
largest electric utility, is ready to meet with you. 
Personally. 
As the company that supplies power to nearly 
three q~arters of New Hampshire's population, 
we have made a commitmeht to provide·safe, 




Hampshire's many lakes and beaches, as well 
as the White Mountains, provide an ideal envi-
ronment for a variety of recreational activities. 
All in a state that's sales and income tax free. 
Currently PSNH is offering excellent opportuni-




If yQu're ready for a private interview with 
one of New Hampshire's largest public 
utilities, sign up at your Placement Office 
today. A committed equal opportunity 
employer, M/F/HN. . _ 
PINI-II 
Public Service of New. Hampehlre · PS~H is headquartered in Manchester, NH, 
where the cultural and educational resources 
of Boston are just an hour away. And New with 
Public Service 
of New Hmnpsbire 
''I think Sununu knows 
where it is at for New 
Hampshire . .I also· think 
that Seabrook was too 
much of an issue in this · 
election. _People seemed to 
concentrate their opinions 
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AT & T donates equipment 
By Joanne Bourbeau 
The AT&T University Com-
puter Donation Program has 
awarded approximately 
$445,000 in computer equip -
ment to three academic depart-
ments of the University of New 
Hampshire, the College of Life 
Sciences & Agriculture (COL-
SA ), and UNH at Manchester, 
according to Charles Owens, 
associate vice president for 
academic affairs. 
This is the first time awards 
of computer equipment have 
been made to individual depart-
ments of the University. _ 
The departments of civil 
engineering, computer science 
and mathematics, along with 
COLSA and the Manchester 
branch of the U niversit-y, will 
use the equipment, planned to 
arrive before December, to 
further computer-aided instruc-
tion (CAI) at the University. 
The donation will benefit the 
CAI program started almost two 
years ago to help integrate 
computers into the educational 
process on campus, said Betty 
Le Compagnon, director of the 
program now known as DIS-
Covery. 
"It's an enhancement of the 
instructional process using mod-
ern technology," said Owens. 
Owens said the new compu-
ters should make teaching more 
effective and will familiarize 
students with equipment they 
are likely to see after graduation. 
The donation program was 
offered by AT&T to all depart-
ments in the physical or biolog-
ical sciences of the University, 
but only six proposals were sent, 
all written by "the mos t 
computer -knowledgable and 
computer-active of our faculty ," 
said Owens in a letter to AT&T 
account executive Jerry Henry. 
Robin Collins, assistant pro-
fessor of c-ivil engineering and 
one of the authors of the depart-
ment's proposal for upgraded 
equipment, said the c_omputers 
will "essentially be used to 
provide students with sophis -
ticated computer technological 
capabilities to be used in their 
coursework." 
"We are advancing one step 
beyond the hand-held calcula-
tor," said Collins. 
Collins said he hopes the new 
computers will provide access 
for all students, including grad-
uates1 and for faculty members 
to tap into. According to Collins, 
the computer-aided-design ca-
pabilities of the new computers 
will be a very big advantage for 
the enidneering department. 
Daniel Bergeron, from the 
computer science· department, 
said -the new computers will 
certainly involve graduate stu-
dents as well as- faculty. "This 
will provide some additional 
opportunity for individual pro-
jects at the graduate level," he 
said . . 
The department plans on 
using the equipment for CAI 
applications, and to research 
artificial . intelligence, which 
involves "studymg how to create 
programs and software that 
appear to exhibit intelligent 
behavior," said Bergeron. This 
will have a broad effect on the 
department's teaching, he said. 
Lee Zia, of the mathematics 
department, sees the new computers 
puters "as the -beginnings ot a 
cluster" for the department.. The 
computer laboratory plani:ied 
will be instrumental for intro-
ductory courses in statistics and 




Women's Swimming-at Connecticut 
Men's Hockey-at Boston University 
Football-vs. Maine, Cowell Stadium, 1 p.m. 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 9 
MUSO FILM-"French Connection," Strafford Room, MUB, 
7 and 9:30 p.m. Students $1, general $2. 
Men'~ Hockey-Exhibition, Danish National Team, Snively, 
7:30 p.m. . 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11 
Veteran's Day-UNH Holi9ay, NO CLASSES 
UNH Jazz Band-Bill Reeve, directing. Strafford Room, MUB, 
8p.m. · 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12 
Earth Sciences Colloquium-"Shedding Light on the Color 
of Gems," by Dr. Roger Burns, MIT. Room 119~ James, 4 
. p.m. 
I 
New / Old Cinema-"The Mark of Zorro," Room 110, Murkland, 
7 p.m. 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13 
NH Outing Club Ski Sale-Retailers from ski s-hofs in New . 
England will be selling merchandise for 20-50% of suggested 
retail prices. Granite State Room, MUB, 9 a.m to 7 p.m. 
Through 11/ 15. · · 
Brown Bag It at the Galleries- "A Gallery Talk on Callot," 
Assoc. Prof. Bavid Andrew, Art Dept. and guest cura.tor 
of current exhibition of the Theatre of Jacques Callot. !\,rt 
Galleries, Paul Arts, 12:30 p.m. 
Elliot Lecture on Evolution-Richard Lewontin, Professor 
of Zoo logy, Harvard, "Scientific and Political J-ssues in 
Evolutionary Theory." Strafford Room, MUB, 1-2·p.m. 
MUSO Film-"Hannah and Her Sisters." Strafford Room, 
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Students $1, general $2. 
MUB_Pub-Now Sound Express, 9 p.m. 
,,· 
FRIDAY,_NOVEMBER 14 
NH Outing Club Ski Sale-Granite State Room, MUB, 9 a.m. 
to 7 p.m. 
New Ham,Pshire International Seminar-"The Textual Politics 
of Opera,' Alessandra Lippucci, University of Texas. Room 
A218, Paul Arts, 4 p.m. 
Men's Hockey-vs. Maine, Snively, 7:30 p.m. 
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO 
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
(Observe deadlines on proper forms) 
. The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280 ) is published and distributed semi- . 
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in R_oom 
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N .H. 03824. Busmess 
Office hours: Monday - F'riday 10 am - 2 pm. Acaaemic year sl:1bscription: 
'1 24.00 . Third dass postage paid at Durham, NH 038_24. A?v~rttsers should 
check their ads the first day . The.New Hampshire will in no case be 
·responsible for typograph•i::al or other errors, b!Jt will reprint. that p~rt 
of an advertisement in which --a typographical e r ror appears, 1f not1f~ed 
· immediately. POSTMASTER: s~nd address changes to The New.Hampshire, 
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824 . 10,000 copies printed per issue 
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine. 
New Hampshire 
. p~~!!!~2¥.KS 
Serz-in,r.: the ll11frerrit_r rincc l 97k 
T-Shirts 
• Hooded Pu llovers · Totes • Baseball Caps -
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts · Aprons • Custom Designs 
Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items 
In-House Art Dept ' 
603/431-8319 
3131 Lafayette Road (Rte 1) . Portsrnouth. N.H 
I 
Write for 
The New Hampshire 
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OTICES 
ACADEMIC . 
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored 
by Non-Traditional Student Program. Maximize 
your chances of getting that job by writing an 
effective resume. Presented by Career Planning 
and Placement Services. Thursday, November 13, 
Underwood House, 12:30-1 :30 p.m. Information: · 
862-3647. 
CAREER 
EXTENDED OFFICE AND CAREER LIBRARY 
HOURS: 'Starting _Tuesday, November 18, the 
Career Planning and Placement Office will stay 
open until 8 p.m. each Tuesday. If your schedule 
is busy during the day, plan to use the Career Library 
on Tuesday nights! 
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Have 
you been selected to interview with any of the 24 
companies that will be interviewing the week of 
November 17? Come to the Career Planning and 
Placement Office on November 10 and see! 
SALES AND MARKETING CAREER NIGHT: 
Spo~sored by Career Planning aitd Placement. Join 
us in discussion and questions with four marketing 
and sales representatives. Monday, November 10, 
Forum Room, Library, 7 p.m. 
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS: Sponsored 
by Career Planning & Placement .. Small group 
workshops designed to help you get a start on your 
career planning. Thursday, November 13, Thursday, 
November 20 and Monday, November 24, Room 
203, Huddleston, 4:30-6:30 p.m. Sign-up basis only, 
Room 203, Huddleston. 
SOCIAL SER VICES PROFESSIONS CAREER 
NIGHT: Sponsored by Career Planning & Place-
ment. 4 professionals working in social service 
fields will discuss their careers, Thursday, November 
13, Forum Room, Library, 7 p.m. 
GENERAL 
CAMPUS GAY AND LESBIAN ALLIANCE 
COFFEEHOUSE: Relax and socialize in a com-
fortable atmosphere. Entertainment and refresh-
ments provided. Sunday, November 9; Philip Hale 
Room, Paul. Arts, 6-8 p.m. · · 
ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB FALL HAYRIDE: Take 
a peaceful Hayride under the stars Monday night. 
After all there are no classes on Tuesday so live 
it up. Hayride leaves from Smith Hall on Monday, 
November 10 starting at 6 p.m. until 10:30 p.m., 
donation $1. 
NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMIT-
TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-
GERMAN CLUB TRIP TO BUSCH-REISINGER 
MUSEUM IN ROSTON: Main attraction: pho-
tography. Join the German Club as we explore the 
museum on Tuesday, November 11 from 9 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. Meet at Room 9, Murkland. · 
NH OUTING CLUB SKI SALE: Retaiters from 
ski shops in New England will be selling merchan-
dise for 20-50% off suggested retail prices. 
Thursday, November 13 through Saturday, No-
vember 15, Granite State Room, MUB, 9 a.m. to 
7 p.m. 
OUTWARD BOUND NIGHT: Sponsored by NH 
Outing Club. Learn about exciting courses offered 
at the Hurricane Island Outward Bound School. 
Courses vary from sea kayaking to backpacking 
to winter survival and more. Some are for college 
credit! Thursday, November 13, Senate Room, 
MUB, 7:30 p.m. 
SINGLE PARENT POTLUCK: Sponsored by Non-
Traditional Student Center. Come and relax and 
enjoy meeting other single parents. Bring the kids 
and food; beverages provided. Friday, November 
14, Underwood House, 5.:30-8 p.m. Information: 
862-3647. 
HEALTH 
WOMEN, STRESS AND HEALTH: Sponsored 
by Health Education. Workshop directed towards . 
specific women's issues, stress and lifestyle 
management for women in the 80''s. A look at 
pressures and possibilities of being a female student 
at UNH. Monday, November 10, 10th floor 
Christensen, 7 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
.• 
GERMAN CLUB MEETING: Meet other students 
interested in the German culture. Be a part of both 
cultural and social events. Tuesday, Room 9, 
Murkland, noon to 1 p.m. All are welcome. 
NEW TEST AMENT FELLOWSHIP MEETING: 
Changing the campus and the world through faith 
in God. Tuesday, Room 304, Horton, 7 p.m. 
HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: Discuss .clink. 
· Monday, November 10, R~om 212, Hamilton Smith,'. 
5 p.m. 
UNH STUDENT PEER GROUP MEETING: 
Sponsored by Granite State Independent Living 
Foundation. This group discusses accessibility, 
transportation, and various other issues affecting 
disabled students in the campus environment. 
Thursdays, Notch Room, MUB, 12:00 to 1:30 p.m. 
ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines 
on proper forms) 
New ,tax hill ,may 
clear ,UNH 
By Catherine Rosenquist 
The University of New 
Hampshire's athletic program 
should not be ,affected by the 
new tax reform bill passed by 
Congress in late September, said 
UNH Athletic Director Andy 
Mooradian. 
Mooradian said the bill will 
affect "big time athletic pro-
grams" at schools like Alabama, 
Notre Dame, Clemson and 
perhaps Boston College. 
Mooradian said that at big 
, "glamour" schools in the I A 
College Division, where football 
is almost a religion, big busi-
nessmen will not be as apt to 
contribute to their alma mater 
. because of the new tax laws. 
Big schools in the lA Division 
depend heavily on donations 
from alumni. UNH's athletic 
program is different, it is "part 
of an educational institution-
,"said Mooradian. 
The tax reform bill, slated to 
go into effect in 1987, has been 
called a "disaster for higher 
education," by University of 
Miami President Cyrus Jol-
livette. 
Newsweek On Campusmag-
__ azine said that coll~ges could 
be affected many ways under the 
new tax law: 
•Interest payments on stu-
dent loans will no longer be tax-
deductible. 
•Scholarships and other aid 
that covers nontuition bills will 
be treated as ordinary, taxable 
income. 
I• 
•Lower tax rates may cut 
alumni incentives to make do-
nations. 
•Campus building plans may 
be scuttled because of restric-
tions on tax free bonds. 
Kent Martling, treasurer in 
the UNH Financial Affairs 
Office said he has received "no 
information yet" on how the 
tax bill will affect UNH. 
Vice President of Alum~i 
Affai~s and Development Joe · 
Phelan said that he did not 
believe the tax reform bill would 
have much of a net effect on his 
department. 
Phelan said that alumni do-
nations will not be affected 
because "tax conditions aren't 
the primary reasons people give 
to charity." 
He said the two reasons 
people give to the University 
are beqrnse afomni are asked 
to give, and they feel allegiance ... 
to their university. 
Donations taken by alumni 
affairs go towards athletic and 
academic scholarships as well 
as funds for other university 
projects. 
Last year alumni affairs col-
lected $600,000 just from alum-
ni., This year, -Phelan said,-they 
hope to work · at reaching 
/ $800,000. 
· Phelan said he "didn't see any 
reason why people would reduce 
contributions." 
UNH. Director of Financial 
Aid Richard Craig was . not 
available for comment. 
..................•....................... ~~ 
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16,278 to choose from-all 
subjects 
Order. catalog today with 
Visa/MC or COD 
In Call. (213) 477-8226 
or ru8') $2.00 to: 
Research Assiptance 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, 
. ·Los Angeles, CA 90025 
.Custom research also 
CMJllabl&<Jll le\l91s 
., ) 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE FOR 
JANUARY ADMITTA.NCE TO THE 
I 
UNDERGRADUATE APARTMENT COM.PLEX 
BEGINNING NOVEMBER 10, 1986 
ALL ELIGIBLE JUNIORS AND SENIORS 
ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY 
[ 
AT THE OFFICE 
60 STRAFFORD A VENUE 
• I [.s==::::J~=='~~·~=='1l!:::D=U-"R ==H==A==M:M=, ==N==H='C::=="===-===H==:::::::::::::::·] CALL 862-1779 FOR INFORMATION H H H H H H H H U H 
• • 
: also 
• • Delicious 6 oz. Dove Bars with.Belgian Chocolate . , 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
· INVENTORY From 9 Ski S"opa. 
New and Used 
Skis, Boots, Skates, Ski Clothing, 
Touring Gear and much more .' .. 
II you have used ski 
equipment and clothing ID sen• 
bnng it to Gunstock 
on Friday Nov. 7th 
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UNH students visit Soviets 
By Elizabeth Cote 
Students from University of 
New Hampshire who traveled 
in the Soviet Union this summer 
said it was the most educational 
and maturing experience of 
their lives. 
A group of UNH students 
took part in a Russian Language 
Seminar offered to college stu-
dents of all language abilities. 
Students can choose a six or ten 
week program and earn ·credits 
while . they learn about the 
Russian language and culture. 
Susan Hibbert, a senior Rus-
sian major who went on the trip , 
last summer said, "The Soviet 
Union is so different, you have 
to learn to adjust." 
tried to a.void the subject," Lapin 
said. 
The UNH students found 
many Russians harbor anti-
American sentiments. Lapin 
said, "They think Reagan is out ~ 
for war." 
Frarie said, "I was asked, 
,.Why does your President want 
to kill my children?' " 
"He (Reagan) is painted as 
a devil," Hibbert said. "Russians 
don't think much about Amer-
ica, but they still want to learn 
·about it." 
PAGE SEVEN 
Susan Frarie, a senior Russian 
major said, "Most European 
countries have a similar West-
ern culture to ours, but Russia 
is just the opposite of the United 
States." · 
Debbie Lapin, a senior pol-
itical science major, and Frarie 
were in the Soviet Union this 
.summer shortly after the Cher-
nobyl nuclear reactor accident. 
Frarie remembers watching 
Soviet television interviews 
with victims of the accident. She 
also heard her young Russian 
friends telling jok~s about the 
accident. Frarle said their reac-
tions were similar to those of 
some people in the United 
States after the Three Mile 
Island melt down. 
"All the people I talked to 
According to Hibbert, Amer-
icans noticed cultural differen-
ces. "Being able to find toilet 
paper or soap was a big deal." 
RUSSI~, page 18 
UNH senior political science major Debbie Lapin visited the 
Soviet Union this summer, in spite of the Chernobyl nuclear 
accident. (Mark DesRochers photo) 
Cockburn lectures on press 
Columnist 1,\lex~nder <;:;ockburn, presented a bleak ,picture 
of the · state of Americai;i journalism in the Granite State Room 
of the MUB last night. (Mark DesRochers photo) 
By Ned Woody 
Last night, Alexander Cock-
burn, a columnist for the Wall 
Street Journal and other papers, 
spoke in the Granite State room 
on the "new· cold war ~nd the 
U.S. press." 
Cockburn was well-received 
by a full, largely anti-Reagan 
audience. 
In his discussion, Cockburn 
said the U.S. press has "gotten 
bad" as a result of intimidation 
by President Reagan. He said · 
the Reagan administration has 
used the press and manipulated 
it to gain support for govern-
ment actions. According to 
Cockburn, the press has also 
been used to slander other 
nations. 
"If you turn the enemy into . 
devils, it's easy to justify large 
defense spending like the pro-
posed Strategic Defense Initi-
ative (SDI)," he said. 
He cited the shooting down 
of the Korean airliner in 1984 
as an example of the press 
working for the president. Cock-
burn said in the past U.S. allies 
had shot down civilian planes 
and the press "never called them 
monsters." 
"Almost from the start, the 
Reagan administration knew 
that the Soviets thought the 
plane 'was a military vehicle," 
GO FORTHE'GOLD. 
If you have 60 accredited s~mester hours, and can achieve a high score in a 
special aptitude test, you could be just 22 weeks from earning the gold bars of a 
Second Lieutenant in the Army Reserve. And ready to take on your first reserve 
leadership assignment. 
Qualify and you'll attend an 8-week basic trainir1g course, then go on to a 
14-week Officer Candidate School (OCS) which will challenge you both mentally 
an·d physically. When you graduate you'll receive your commission as an officer in 
the Army Reserve, and continue training in a branch 0fficer basic course. Then 
you'll return home to serve in a nearby reserve unit - usually one weekend a month 
and two weeks annual training. 
It's a great opportunity to gain the skills and begin the practice of the kind of 
leadership and management prized so highly by civilian employers. 
You need not have completed your degree, just have 60 ~emester hours and a lot 
of ability and confidence to qualify . 
I you're interested in OCS, call: 
Capt. Curro in Portland Tel: (207) 780-3611 
Sgt. Viernes in Dover - Tel: 749-0441 
ARMY RESERVE. BEALL YOU CAM BE. 
Cockburn said. "The press did 
just what Reagan wanted it to 
do." 
Another example Cockburn 
used was the U.S. treatment of 
Grenada. According to Cock-
burn, in the first two days of the 
of the conflict, the Reagan 
administration denied .the press 
full access to information. As 
a result, reports on the situation 
were critical of the U.S. When 
the government realized this, 
it began to help the press, and 
the point of view of coverage 
changed. 
Cockburn also said these 
COCKBURN ;'page 21 · 
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RESEARCH l Kari-van stop relocates 
Send $2 for catalog of J . . 
over 16,000 topics to ass-
ist your research efforts. 
For info., call toll- free 
1-800-621-5745 (in Ill-
inois call 312-922-0300). 
uthors' Research, Rm, 600-N, 




By Joanne Bourbeau 
The Kari-van bus stop pre-
viously located across from 
Young's Restaurant moved Wed-
nesday to a spot in front of 
Hetzel Hall. According to Shir-
ley Hamilton, director of trans-
portation for the University, 
· this is a move that has been in 
the works for a cou pie of years 
now. 
"It's really hazardous for the _ 
buses to be stopping at that 
You're invited to 
• a pre-opening 
.... 
-C)PEN \HOUSE 
at the Mill Road· Shopping Plaza 
Friday, November 7, 11 am ~ 6 pril 
Saturday, November 8, 10 am - 1 pm 
get to know Durham's 
Family Medical Center team. 
Meet Kenneth A. Rotner, M.D. 
Jane Tallent, Nurse Practitioner 
Carol Naas, R.N. 
offering on site x-ray and lab services 
walk-in or by appointment. 
FREE 
Blood Pressure Testing and 
Body Fat Analysis 
Refreshments will be served. 
THE WEN1WORTH-DOUGLASS AR .. - .... 
ONNECTIO 
FAMILY MEDICAL CENRR - DURHAM 
P.O. Box 770, Durham, NH 03824 , Tel. 868-5080 
Mi.II Road Shopping Plaza 
island," said Hamilton. "We 
tried to pull it back to stay in 
the traffic pattern." 
According to Pat Fisk, chair-
man of the Board of Selectmen 
in Durham, "it took the Uni-
versity planning process a while 
to make a commitment to the 
stop." 
The board had to deal with 
an ordinance because the .move 
gave up some parking spaces, 
said Fisk. The selectmen will 
give the ordinance a second 
· reading next Monday, said Fisk, 
and it will be reviewed at the 
end of 60 days. 
Fisk said it's a "much more 
agreeable place for bus stops." 
_'Tm delighted that the Uni-
versity has added shelter to the 
stop," said Fisk. The shelters 
are paid for by Coast, which puts 
up 80 percent of the cost, and 
the University, which gives 20 
percent, she said. 
· Other shelters are planned 
for the stop at College Road, 
one at James Hall, and one 
between Kingsbury and Par-
sons, said Fisk. 
Paula Margolfo, a sophomore 
at UNH, said "I like it more 
because of the covering." 
"It's probably easier for the 
Kari-van buses because they're 
not in the way for Concord 
Trailway buses,"Margolfo said. 
According to Fisk, the Con-
cord Trailways stop will remain 
across from Young's Restaurant 
which is an agent for the c_om-
pany. The town safety commit-
tee is presently looking for other 
alternatives. · 
Kenny Young, of Young's 
Restaurant, is concerned about 
a move for Concord Trailways. 
A new stop could affect the 
restaurant financially, he said. 
"We're looking into having 
it stay across the street," said 
Young. "We'll do anything to 
comply, but it really will put us 
in a financial bind .. " 
Young said the town had 
received complaints from mo~ 
torists who said they could not 
see when turning from Mill 
Road onto Main Street because 
of the bus.es stopped in front 
of the island. Since Concord 
Trailways only has six buses 
which stop for five minute 
intervals, there will be buses 
at the stop for only an hour each 
day, said Young. 
Jess Gangwer, from Town & 
Campus, said 'Tm a little con-
cerned that there's more spaces 
lost." 
"If it's safer to have it there, 
fine," Gangwer said. 
UNH holds week of 
international peace 
By MaryBeth Lapin 
The week of Nov. 10 to 16 the 
Coalition for Disarmament and 
Peace will work with UNH 
faculty to present a program for 
the First International Peace 
Week of Scientists. 
The-overall aim of the peace 
week is to "contribute to stop-
ping and reversing the arms race 
and to enhancing international 
security by promoting weJl 
informed discussion and critical 
thinking," said John Nevin, 
UNH psychology professor. 
According to Nevin a distin-
guished group of international 
scientists are organizing meet-
ings, lectures and semi!:lars all 
over the world and publicizing 
them as one global event. 
Events at the University will 
begin on Nov. 10 with a lecture 
by Professor of Physics Richard 
Kaufmann. Kaufmann will 
speak on "Star Wars: Implica-
tions for Science and Public 
Policy." The lecture will be at 
7 p.m. in the Coos/Chesire 
Room of the MUB. 
Films pertaining to the nu-
clear threat will be shown on 
Nov. 11 and 12. One of these, 
"Threads" is a BBC documen-
tai:y highlighting the effects of 
a nuclear attack and "the ensu-
ing collapse of social order 
among survivors" in an Enghsh 
community. 
On Nov. 13 a local clinical 
psyc_hologist,John P. Brown will 
speak on "Good Mental Health 
after the Nuclear War." Brown 
will discuss the psychological 
consequences of a nuclear attack, 
based on his e~perience working 
with patients under stress. The 
talk and discussion will be co-
PEACE, page 18 
Residendal Counselors 
Full and part-time positions available in com-
munity residences serving adults who have 
developmental· dis abilities. 
We need enthusiastic, highly motivated 
individuals to teach basic daily living, social and 
decision making skills to promote independence. 
This is unique opportunity to participate in 
breaking down the cycle of deperzdency, learned 
helplessness and"limited expectations. 
If interested in tak°;,ng on this challenge to 
enhance th_e quality of life of those around you, 
please call Carol or Barbara at Options in 
Community Living at 772-5658. 
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HISTORY & PHILOSOPHY 
SCIENCE 
A New Minor 
History 522. History of Science 
MWF 9-10, SSC 215, Kuriyama 
-;:} Phil. 424. Science, Technology, & so~iety 
· ~ \ MWF .9-10, HS 47, Triplett -
' ). 
---,,,,..,.,..,·......,-";Phil. 630. Philosophy of Natural Sciences 
. , .. ,, /1 
: "-1 ~ ;f'MWF 1-2, HS 18, Dusek 
tL'.:jPsychology 571. Th~ Great Psychologists 
· -- - . TR 2-3:30, Par151, Woodward-
TR 9:40-11, Pett 215, Knoth 
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE MINOR 
PICK UP HANDOUT IN HIST., PHIL., OR PSYCB. 
• 1;~ I 
DEPT. 




-CD-A30 COMPACT DISC PlAYER 
_Insulated floating mechanism• Three beam , 
laser pickup• 36 track random program-
ming• Music search/index search/ A-B re-
. peat • Subcode terminal for video 
applications • Disc center support system • 
Quick access of track selection 
SUGGESTED RETAIL $340.00 
SALE PRICE · . $189.00 
, WHILE SUPPLIES LAST 
IN THE BIG RED BARN SINCE 1975 
ONLY AT THE NEW AUDIOPHILE
7 





122 LAFAYETIE RD., RT. 1, N. HAMPTON, NH 03862 • (603) 964-7115 
an entertqinment oltemative 
,QPEN STAGE 
FREE ADMISSION 
TO UNH STUDENTS 
live entertainment · 





ground floo~ lounge, room 7l 
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PEABODY 
(continued from page 3) 
subdued. "We had more money it?" 
theri," he mused, stubbing out He apologized for being late. 
his third cigar of the evening. He had just come from a "lovely 
At 10 p.m. a crowd gathered dinner" with his family. 
around a small television set "We knew it was uphill from 
mounted on the wall next to the day one," Peabody consoled his 
bar. Rudman was giving his supporters . "Everyone knew 
acceptance speech. what the odds were ... There's 
The band struggled through always next year or the year 
a series of percussion instru- after." 
mentals in the background. "The Democratic party is 
Someone turned up the volume. much needed in New Hamp-
As Rudman commended Peab- shire. New Hampshire needs 
ody as a worthy opponent, us and we'll be here," Peabody 
Marog muttered "You phony, promised. 
_Rudman." Everyone cheered at A voice from the back of the 
the mention of Peabody's name. room cried, "We need you 
Marog threw a disgusted look Chub!" 
at the band and told them to Peabody's wife Tony took the 
.. keep quiet for God's sake." _microphone. Her eyes shone, 
Forty-five minutes later Peab- but her voice was steady. 'Tm 
ody and his family arrived at the not saying goodbye," she said. 
headquarters. The band played "We have a new priority now. 
a rollicking chorus of "Anchors The Democratic party is going 
Aweigh." Smiling as he crossed to be my life, almost till I die." 
the room, Peabody turned to Morag shouted, "You'll be 
Rupli and a.sked, "Has Warren back Chub!" 
conceded that he's won yet?" A supporter from Massachu-
Peabody took his place behind setts turned to his wife and 
the podium and the camera asked, "Was that an announce-
crews sprang into action. Some- ment? I think we may have a 
one asked if Peabody would be new candidate." 
running for governor of New From the sound of it New 
Hampshire in two years. Peab- Hampshire politics has not seen 
ody grinned boyishly . and the last of Endicott "Chub" 
nudged his wife Tony. ''It's Peabody. 
******************* 
* * 
Meet the new 4th District 
stingiest U.S. Congressman of 
the previous term. A bright 
white spotlight shone on the 
building on the corner of Con-
cord and Pine Streets, but inside 
ladi'es and gents dressed to the 
nines and walked amid dimmed 
lights and red balloons. 
There were red and white 
signs everywhere, but Smith's 
colors might just have well been 
green and white, for there were 
signs of money everywhere.: 
From the guests, to the dainty 
little finger rolls, to the fou-r 
· invitation-hungry guards in the 
marble entryway, money was 
no object. 
Yet it is an objective for 
· Smith. He told one reporter, 
following his victory speech, 
that his number one priority this 
term is the deficit. Fiscal respon-. 
sibility. 
Smith thanked Demers for 
his "very gracious" concession 
speech, n0ting that it is not an 
easy thing to give. Dressed in 
his charcoal suit and white shirt, 
he then told his crowd-that some · 
tough decisions have to be made 
in the next two years. He also 
told supporters this was their 
victory as much as his. "I walk 
:- Executive Councilor ate from a selection of brownies, 
* chocolate-chip cookies and po-* CONGRATULATIONS * tato chips, which.lay on paper * . EARL!! · * plates covered with plastic wrap. * * Supporters, like Keith Estes 
SMITH 
(continued from page 3) 
among you, not above you," ·he 
said prophetically. 
Among Smith's other con -
cerns are toxic waste cleanup, 
and acid rain legislation. He 
feels Star Wars is essential and 
it will one day render nuclear 
weapons obsolete. "It [Star 
Wars l may save not only money 
but the United States as well," 
Smith said. 
When asked how he planned 
to keep taxes down while· reduc-
. ing the deficit, Smith answ_ered 
that cuts will have to be made 
concerning the Arhtrak bill and 
foreign aid. He also stressed that 
the defense budget will have to 
be tightened as we ha-¥e "a real 
economic problem on our 
hands." 
As supporters casually eaves-
dropped over the Congress -
man's shoulders, they nodded 
in agreement, and sipped their 
champagne. The guests here 
tonight came in with confidence, 
and left with with "their vic-
tory." 
And so recapturing his seat 
in Congress with 57 percent of 
New Hampshire's votes, Bob 
Smith will return to W8shing-
RUDMAN 
(continued from page 3) 
helped pour paper cups contain-
ing 7-U p or wine coolers. 
Estes, who wore a red striped 
polo shirt with black designer 
jeans, said the results showed 
ton to a Senate that will for the 
first time since 1966 be con-
trolled by the Democrats. It 
remains to be seen how far fiscal 
responsibility will take him 
there. It just may not be enough. 
No one expected Bob Smith 
to lose tonight, yet no .one was 
surprised that Demers did as 
well as he did . Patrick Pettey, 
Smith's campaign manager said · 
he had been confident all-along. 
"Cautious, but confident," he 
said through a crowd which for 
the most part was very mellow. 
The crowd here seemed to be 
going through the motions, for 
the Republican party's sake. 
Tom Stewart _ of Concord 
agreed that much of what goes 
on election night is a waste of 
money, but he quickly added, 
"Once every two years, what the 
hell. The candidates have 
worked hard. Win or lose they 
des~rve a party." 
As the band wound down, and 
the guests made their way 
through the lighted parking lot, 
only two things were certain. 
Their candidate had won, and 
theirBMW's were going to be 
.awfully cold inside. 
how little people knew. "I can't 
believe (Valley) didn't get more 
support, but then again he didn't 
have $3.5 million to spend like 
Rudman." 
~ Liberal Lou ;ust didn't have it this -: of Bath, New Hampshire, 
~ time and NH knew who the *----------MINI DORMS----------* man was:What's next? * 
;~ 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue!!! ' : 4 53 d -* 5 to st~ ents. * We love you!! - * Lawing said, "I really believe 
***********************************-Ii strongly that this department has done everything to keep the 
PHI K4PPA THETA PLEDGE CLASS 
~BED TUCKI~G FOR $1 ~ 
Would you like a girl to be tucked in at night, read a bedtime 
story or have a lullabye sung to them? 
Call 862 -4525 
ask for Paul or Hadrian 
between 7 and 10 p.m. 
The New Hampshire 
is looking for 
(1) Arts & Features Editor 
( 1 ) Managing Editor 
( 1 ) News Editor 
(1) News Brief Editor 
. ( 1 ) Photo Editor 
(1) Editorial Assistant 
typing, filing, etc. 
· ~II are paid positions. 
mini's alive. It's an idea that's 
time has come and passed." 
Joe Martinez, a former mini 
dorm resident, said the problem 
is the _changing times. "It 
worked in the 70's, but not in 
the 80's," said Martinez. 
Bischoff said students in the 
mini dorms should not be sur-
prised by the committee's de-
cision. "I think most people 
in the future. Petree Brook 
requires that1 people purchasing 
alcohol present two forms of 
picture identification. 
"There are so many fake ID' s 
out there," Keegan said. "If 
somebody borrowed one from 
a friend they wouldn't think of 
getting a backup." 
According to McKenney, 
there have not been any more 
problems with minors purchas-
ing alcohol in Durham than in 
the past. 
"The liquor commissioner is 
cracking down," Seperson said. 
"I heard they even hired new 
people for Durham." . 
"They (liquor commission-
differential equations, and also 
for the Master of Science in 
Teaching curriculum. 
One of the author$ of the 
proposal from COLSA, Owen 
Durgin, said LS&A's new equip-
ment will be helpful to specific, 
upper division classes in both 
(continued from page 1) 
should have been aware of the 
upcoming changes. This wasn't 
a decision that was made out of 
the blue." 
According to the committee 
any group of at least 20 students 
can now apply to live in the mini 
dorms. The group must show 
commitment and be able to 
prove that its purpose will be 
beneficial to the University. 
Residents in the mini dorms 
will lose their lottery exempt 
status, except for three leaders 
that are exempt from the lot-
LIQUOR 
- (continued from page 1) 
ers) are definitely around more 
often," Keegan said. "They are 
around every Friday and Satur- . 
day night." 
According to McKenney, 
there are no more liquor com-
missioners in Durham than 
before. 
Seperson said Bread and But-
ter will build its business back 
up after the suspension. 
Pettee Brook ·is a little con-
cerned about the decrease in 
sales this week. "As a guess, I'd 
say this week's total will be 
down $5000," Keegan said. 
"Daytime business won't suffer 
much, but the suspension will 
have a 50 to 75 percent decrease 
AT&T 
(continued from page 5) 
the plant and animal sciences. 
Two computer laboratories -
are planned · to aid in the com-
puter simulations of situations 
that take place in animal re-
search that are either too ex-
pensive dr too harmful because 
tery. 
'Tthink it's unfair," said Greg 
Sterling, the president of Mar-
ston House. "They expect wo 
much from us. Even if we do all 
the work they want, we could 
still be booted out." , 
Faucher said, "I've spent a lot 
of time marketing this place, 
but that's not my job, that's the 
student's job." 
As for the future of the mini 
dorms, Lawing said, "We're 
leaving it up to the students." 
on sales at night." 
Scorpio's Provisioris is the 
only store · selling beer after 9 
p.m . that has not haq their 
liquor license suspended this 
week. 
· "Beer sales have doubled, 
maybe tripled, this week," said 
Jim Murphy, manager of Scor-
pio's. "After 3:30 p.m. business 
builds up steadily until night 
time. It's crazy. I can't even leave 
the counter to go to the ba-
throom." 
Commenting on the misfor-
tune of the other businesses, 
Murphy said, "They screwed up, 
_. and I could be the next one to 
screw up." 
of materials used or ro the 
animals themselves, said Dur-
gin. . 
Students at' UNH at Man-
chester will use the donated 
compute~s for introductory com-
puter courses. 
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Placement Center aids seniors 
By Leonard Do_dge 
If you are a graduating senior 
and do not understand how to 
fill out a reSU-me, conduct an 
interview or how find a job, the 
lJ niversity Career Planning & 
Placement Center offers assist-
ance. 
The office is directed by David 
Holmes, and four other career 
counselors who offer direction 
and aJvice in career decisions. 
"The most lacking skill in 
graduating students is focus, far 
too many sq1dents are anxious 
about career issues and don '.t 
know what to do, or what career 
they want," said Holmes. 
The center also offers a wide 
variety of programs and infor-
mation to assist students. One 
such system is the Sigi Plus, a 
computerized guidance system. 
This system is in the center's 
office. A student can sit at a 
-computer and respond to ques-
tions regarding interests, skills, 
and abilities. After two hours 
the computer will send out a list 
of suitable jobs based on their 
re-sponse to the computer's 
questions. 
aid state institutions. Applause. 
· Before the television crews 
from Channels 21, 4, 5, 7, 9 and -
31 ushered Sununu away, he 
made one last announcement. 
This was also his son Chris-
topher's birthday. While Dad 
led son off the stage the band 
lu., s,--;-·o - ~, I --~.,,, \ . . .. . \,, _./ 
Another program to assist 
people are jobs obtained 
through the placement center. 
According to Holmes, "10 per-
cent of the jobs for UNH are 
obtained by college placement 
center interviews." Nationwide 
only five percent of graduating 
seniors receive jobs from lJ ni-
versity placement services. 
A student deciding to go 
through an interview on campus 
has to go through certain steps. 
The student must attend a 
mandatory orientation pro-
gram. This program is a two-
hour session where the student 
learns to write a resume, conduct 
a job interview and how to 
search for jobs. 
The center has already spon-
sored 17 workshops. According 
to Holmes 850 students have 
attended these. 
A resume and transcript are 
also submitted to the center. 
When a student is interested 
in a company that interviews 
. on campus, the center will send 
out their resume (and transcript 
if the students would like one 
sent). The company then sends 
to the center a list of the 
struck up a tune and everybody 
joined in singing "Happy Birth-
day." It was the crowd's most 
enthusiastic act all night. And 
then they brought out the cake. 
Maybe this election sent a 
message to Sununu and suppor-
. ter~, an uncomfortaqle on~ ... . , " 
students they want to interview. 
Two hundred to 240 students 
are participatin-g in this pro-
gram. Mary Nettleton, a senior 
majoring in mathematics is one 
of these. Nettleton said she is 
going through the on-c~mpus 
recruiting program because 
"rather than me going to the 
company, the company comes 
to me. This offers me a lot of 
opportunities to have inter-
views with a company that I 
might not normally get an 
. interview with." 
According to Holmes one 
misconception students have 
is that they will receive jobs just 
because they have a college 
degree. "Employers do not hire 
m a j o rs , they h i re s k il ls , '-' 
Holmes said. 
"People are walking around 
the outside world, waiting for 
someone to tap them on the 
shoulder," Holmes said. "No 
one is going to hire someone 
because they went to UNH and 
they majored in this," Holmes 
said. 
What a student needs to do 
according to Holmes is be able 
to articulate that they can d~ 
SUNUNU 
(continued from page 2) 
How could a relatively un-
known lawyer Democrat push 
a supposedly strong incumbeqt · 
Republican so far on the 
strength of one issue? Sununu 
does not have the support he 
might have thought. Or perhaps 
Sandy Blanchette is part of a team of Career Planning and 
Placement staff helping-..seniors plan for the future. (Mark 
DesRochers photo) 
the job they are seeking and 
show the interviewer they have 
the skills necessary for the job. 
Holmes cited a case where a 
student had a masters in physics 
and sent out 157 resumes, 
expecting several job offers. The 
student received no job offers, 
and almost no responses. The 
student, said Holmes had to 
change his strategy when look-:-
ing for a job. 
According to Holmes, the 
Sununu finally realized Sea-
brook is a more pressing topic 
than he had given credit, and 
he will now have to roll up his 
sleeves. Either idea is enough 
to dull even a big eater's appe-
tite; especially for a piece of 
student has to make use of 
personal contacts. "75 percent 
of all jobs are found through 
some form of word of mouth, .--
15 percent through newspaper 
ads, five percent through em-
ployment agencies and five c 
percent through college place-
ment centers." 
Despite these statistics 
Holmes said only half the se-
niors at UNH take advantage 
of the center's programs. 
catered cake. 
The remnant droplets of 
already gone drinks were 
drained from upturned glasses. 
The coat' racks quickly emptied. 
The bash that never really 
started, ended. 
• I ''>, . 













mus,--;-· -o~, ., \ .,_. is looking' for a 
PUB PROGRAMMER 
BLACK & WHITE COURSE 
4 weeks beginnin·g on 
Nov.lOthat 7:00 p.m. 
COME BY ROOM 148 
SIGN UP O.N DOOR 
Applications also available for 
*PRODUCTION SECURITY 
*ARTS & LECTURES 
-stop by Rm. 148 in the MUB 
or call 862-1485 for more info. 
HELPH 
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Editorial 
Student voice is · selectively ignored 
Actions taken by the University admin-
istration over the summer, and so far this 
semester, indicate that the voice of the 
student body is being selectively ignored. 
Earlier this week we learned that the 
new drug and alcohol policy was devised 
without student input. This summer we 
found out there would be no alcohol in the. 
MUB Pub. The plans for the snackbar were 
also changed, much to the surprise of 
student leaders involved in developing the 
original plans. 
during_ the summer. It is hard to believe 
that Sanborn never had the opportunity 
to discuss the new drug policy. This shows 
a serious lack of respect for student 
government and students in general. 
that of the administration. Few students 
would be for a stricter drug policy or a less 
appealing snackbar. Not many students 
would like to see beer in the MUB Pub 
halted. Why listen to a viewpoint that would 
be different? 
Because the changes the administration 
wants to bring about probably would never 
happ~n with significant input from stu-
Student Body President Jay Ablondi and 
Student Body Vice President Barbara 
Cerreta were in the off ices of Dean of 
Students J. Gregg Sanborn twice a week 
One must wonder how certain members 
of the administration view students. 
Important decisions are being made which 
affect the lives of students, and students 
are not being asked for their input. Our 
student body has a lot to offer in shaping 
the policies that affect their lives, but they 
are being ignored by the administration. 
Perhaps the reason students are not given 
a say in these matters is the fact that they 
would offer viewpoints that differ from 
, dents. It is a lot easier to govern the students 
if you do not have to listen to the students. 
It is time for the University administration 
to stop taking the easy way out and give 
the student body what it deserves - the 
opportunity to have input into decisiOns 
that are going to affect their lives. 
Hersh 
To the Editor: 
·I cannot believe that Vice Pres-
ident for Academic Affairs Richard 
Hersh has such a limited definition 
of an adult . Is he saying that one 
is only as adult if he goes to graduate 
school? How 'does applying and 
getting accepted into gra9,_uate 
school much different from being 
an undergraduate? Does this trans- · 
formation from child to adult occur 
spontaneously when one gets ac-
cepted into graduate school? On 
the other hand, how about those 
who can't afford to go to graduate 
school? Are they doomed to a life 
of eternal immature childhood? 
There are plenty of people who 
never even went to college. Follow-
ing their graduation from high 
school, they got jobs and started 
supporting families. I suppose that 
Hersh would say that they are 
playing the childish game of 
"house." Show me an immature 9-
5er and I'll show you a drunk 
graduate student. 
Apparently students are not 
adults because of their behavior. 
However, the editorial did comment 
that it is not all the undergraduates 
who behave this .way. There are 
plenty of mature college students. 
Is it immature to put yourself 
tqrough college? Hersh's definition 
of adulthood is quite ch ildish as 
'children tend to generalize things. 
I am not impr~ssed with Hersh's 
statement, "I don't think it's wrong 
to suggest for a moment that we 
might th ink you're less than 'full 
adults,' because if you were , you'd 
be in graduate school." It does not 
reflect a high regard for the students 
who really try to make UNH a good 
place. It is also disappointing t(; 
see that the Vice President l(a 
Academic Affairs does n't have 
much faith in his students. If the 
administration doesn't have faith 
in us then how can we have faith 
in ourselves? A lot of us are doing 
the best we can. We work hard and 
try to succeed. How is this an 
immature action? Granted , some 
of the studtmts here do need to grow 
up a bit, but those of us who are 
doing all we can do not deserve to 
get put down. Besides, there is 
nothing wrong W;ith being a little 
childish now and then. After all who 
wants to make a quantum leap from 
18 to 50? 
Andrea Walker 
COCA 
To the Editor: 
Non-violent resistance promotes 
change by building community. 
Followers of non-violence must be 
disciplined and have a clear under-
standing of their action before they 
can successfully spread peace. 
Members of the Coalition for Peace 
and Disarmament and the Commit-
tee on Cent~al America are spon-
soring a non-violence training on 
Nov. 9, Sunday, from 12:00 to 6:00 
p.m. in the Philip Hale room of the 
Paul Arts Center facilitated by Carol 
Bellin andJohn Felice. We ask that 
members of the community who 
wish to participate would sign-up 
upon the posted list in the Common 
office MUB, phone 862-1008, or 
attend a COCA or Coalition meeting 
soon, (see The New Hampshire for 
time and place). All are welcome. 
Doug Horvath 
SDI 
To the Editor: 
· I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to applaud your printing of 
Mary Lesch's article on "Star Wars." 
However, I think that some added 
information might help defuse 
some of the illusion that has been 
created around this complicated 
;ssue. First, I would Like to say that 
1 do not want to argue whether SDI 
1::i fe asible. But is this gigantic 
program on the part of the United 
States scientific community and the 
production sector, worth the efforts 
o f what some feel will be . the 
equivalent of 5 or more programs 
s imilar to the one that put Eagle 
on the moon? 
One point which seems to be 
clouded in .the illusion is that SDI 
in its final form, a space based shield 
to protect the pop.ulation of the 
United States, is just within our 
grasp. However, according to some 
of the reading I have done, it is at 
least 20 to 30 years away; a point 
that is not often brought up by the 
illusion makers in Washington. 
Unfortunately; as indicated by a 
recent Nova program, within the 
next ten years the US should have 
a functioning missile defense cap-
ability. This capability, Pentagon 
officials stated on the program, will 
be used not to protect the citizenry 
of this country, but will be used to 
protect missile silos in Wyoming 
and wherever else they lie. This is 
to insure that the US has the ability 
to fight an extended nuclear war, 
which by the way is one of the 
original goals of this administra-
.tion's nudear policies. This pers-
pective was also brought up in a 
· recent Washington Post article: 
It seems probable that what the 
President "stood his ground and 
did not let us get pushed around 
for" at Reykjavik is not the testing 
of a system that might in 20 to 30 
years result in a defense against 
nuclear attack. What "he stood his 
ground for" was the field testing 
for a system which gives the 
technocrates in the Pentagon the 
false sense of security that they can 
fight and win a nuclear war. "Thus 
we (continue to) drift toward 
unparalleled catastrophe." 
Kenneth F. Mason 
Gepford 
To'the Editor: 
Attn: Dr. Heilbronner, 
' Last semester I took a course in 
Western Civilization. I had taken 
it before and failed, so when I 
enrolled in it for a second time I 
was very nervous. I went to my first 
class prepared to listen to the same 
old material; mostly a jumble of 
names and dates. I came out of that 
classroom stunned. I've taken many 
history courses b~fore in high 
school, and have never experienced 
a teacher who could take all of those 
facts and present them in such a 
~efreshing way. I felt as if I were 
enrolleg in an entirely new course; 
different from the Western Civ-
ilization that I knew because it 
seemed like brand new material. 
My professor was Laurie Gepford. 
Laurie Gepford is a man with 
incredible enthusiasm for the sub-
ject he teaches. His lectures were · 
never dull-they were always 
packed with facts which not o_nly 
informed students of historical 
events, but painted a picture about 
life in those times. I was actually 
interested in history for the first 
time in my life. Laurie Gepford was, 
in my opinion, a great asset to both 
the History Department and the 
University. 
As an undergraduate student, 
when I see a teacher as effective 
as Laurie Gepford let go, I become 
concerned. I realize that there are 
many good professors in the His-
tory Department, but I also know 
that this university could only 
benefit by rehiring Laurie Gepford. 
Nancy E. Tyrrell 
Letters to the editor should 
be typed and signed, and 
must include an address 
and telephone number for 
verification. 
Address all mail to: 
The New Hampshire, 
Room 151, 
MUB. 
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By Phil Broder 
8, as I'm finding out rapidly, is too earJy 
an hour to schedule a class. 
10 is the fowest numlj~i~~: 
of dollars an out-of-
expect to spend just ::. 
Add on trivial details lik¢;.: 
and living-expenses an&_.: .. -:· .. 
· number, prob'··· 
.. of ounces to 
·d 24. 
al values: 
of acres of 
·, farms, and 
arking lots. 
e number of spaces. 




Students in trouble 
Ran over the Dean's irreplaceable cat? Had a 
few too many last night and wound up in the station? 
Sick of living in a dump and want to get out without 
getting sued? Been hit by a reckless "woman" driver 
who has no insurance? These could be real situations 
and are not as uncommon as one might think. So 
what do you do? Well rather than trying· to handle 
these problems on your own or putting your life 
savings toward attorney fees, -take advantage of 
the free Legal Services provided through the 
mandatory Student Activity Fee (SAF) that is 
included in your tuition. 
Cornered away in the student senate office on 
the ground floor of the MUB are two men whose 
only objective is to help students. Craig Evans, a 
1970 graduate of UNH, and Stephen White, a 1975 
graduate also from UNH, left college, went on to 
law school, and are now licens_ed attorneys admitted 
to practice law in -New Hampshire, -Maine and 
Massachusetts, and who have both been with UNH 
Legal Services for two years. The Legal Services 
can be used by any full-time undergraduate student, 
any part-time SAF paying student, and any qualified 
student group. According to White, enough students 
do not utilize this service because they are not aware 
your chance of finding ~d?~f:g!ng space 
after 9. ··· ··· ··· ···· 
20 is the day in Decemb~~:·.~:~;i:h::.;~e 
all go home to celebrate a) living 
through finals, and b) college bowl 
games. This is closely related, to 6, 24 
and 12. · 
' Phil Broder's column appears every week. 
By Melissa Bulaong 
that it exists. Legal Services has represented an 
average of 165 student per year in various cases 
and expects to see an increase in that figure this 
year. 
The attorney will give legal counseling and general 
consultations in regard to any legal_problem whether 
it is a question pertaining to some aspect of New 
Hampshire law, an interview, or simply legal advice. 
They provide representation on certain criminal 
matters and representation on civil matters wherein 
the amount in controversy does not exceed $1,000 
as noted in the agreement between Legal Services 
and the student senate. They will provide services 
up to twenty hours for a single matter and beyond 
that when advised by a committee of the senate. 
The geographic area that is covered is within a 
40-mile radius of the town of Durham. 
As for some pr·actical advice to students who find 
themselves in a jam with the police, White says, 
don't talk, guard your right to speak with Legal 
Services first and never foget you are innocent until 
proven guilty. But don't be mistaken, the attorneys 
are not here to get you out of something you are 
guilty of, but rather to make sure you are treated 
fairly and given every right you deserve. 
One of the most prevalent types of cases that 
Legal ~Services handle are landlord/ tenant conflicts. 
The attorneys believe there would he substantially 
less problems if students took certain precautions -
before they signed leases. First of all they suggest 
- stud~nts have their leases checked by Legal Services 
before they sign them. Specifically, penalty and 
interest clauses should be looked for and anything 
else that appears ambiguous. Legal Services can 
explain the consequences of these penalties and 
help you understand exactly what they mean. Also 
\non inspecting the apartment, White suggests 
i~cntifying any d~mage,preferably with a pho-
tograph. Having the landlord sign the photo.or 
written acknowledgement of any damage is a smart 
step. You can never be TOO careful when moving 
into an apartment. 
Another invaluable service that Legal Services 
pro~ides is an internship program in conjunction 
with the justice studies/ political science department. 
The interns work under the guidance and supervision 
of the attorneys for academic credit. They are exposed 
to the procedures and details involved in court cases 
and legal advising. 
So the next time you find yourself with a court 
date for riding down a Durham sidewalk on your 
bicycle or find yourself slapped with a noise violation 
for talking too loud, go see Legal Services. It's free 
service you can't afford to overlook. 
Tuesday 10:00 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. 
Thursday 1 :00 p.m. to 5 :00 p.m. 
Room 131 MUB 
2-1712 
Melissa Bula·ong is the academic affairs chairperson of 
the student senate. 
"'>.1 
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Tweeter's Encl·of·the·Scason 
Car . Ster8o~ 
Sakal 
Well, it's safe to say that Summer is now over. And as it ends, so does · 
the big car stereo selling season. As a result, our car stereo prices 
are falling faster than the leaves. So if you'd like to get guaranteed 
KENWOOD ADS 
1205 five-inch round 
two-way speakers ...................... pr~ $57 
300i flush mount high performance 
two-way speakers ................... pr. $229 
1670 61/1-inch round three- · 
way speakers ............................... pr. $64 
PS-~ high-performance 30 w/ch 
_power amp ........................................ $13~ 
lowest prices on superior quality brands like ADS, Alpine, Boston 
Acoustics, Kenwood, Nakamichi,. and Yamaha - come to T~eeter. 
Before our End-of-the-Season Car Stereo Sale .... ends. 
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 
C700 two-way flush-mount speakers 
with 51/•-inc'1 woofers. and high-
performance tweeters. 
A "best-buy" ............................. pr. $139 
C797 high-quality 6x9-inch -
CARVER 
car Amplifier 120 w/ch 
magnetic field power amp ........... $25 
TX-9 cassette-tuner with Dolby B&C 
NR, state-of-the-art FM tuner, 15 
KGC-4030 7-band graphic equalizer 
with 15 w/ch power amp ............ $129 
320i two-way speakers with 
"component" tweeters that can be three-way speakers ................ pr. $149 
FM pre-sets with "auto-station-
loading" system ............................. : .. $579 · 
/ 
KRC-434 "theft-proof' cassette 
receiver w/Qolby NR, digital tuning, 
10 _w/ch power amp. Slides 
out of dash wher. not in use ....... $319 
" " "'"U """ u,,. .-,;_.,,""""_..,. 
= ~~- ~ , ·:,:::'°- "':-e Mr .:: 
~ .,...~ .....,°""""'".,, '"'""""""""'~~~ ' 
"" ~~~~ 
~ -~ -- _ :~ - : - ~~--~-~.;,;;_ 
))."»'( "*' ~ ~~«- x.»'.";~-~ 
KRC-636 "theft-proof" cassette 
receiver with Dolby B&C and ANRC 
NR, digital tuning, auto-rev~rse, 
station-seek ....................................... $379 
KRC-838 cassetteireceiver. Similar 
to KRC-636 but with built-in 16-
watt-per-channel amp .................. .-$459 
System: KRC-2000 cassette receiver · 
with digital push-button tuning, ANRC 
noise reduction, clock; Boston 
Acoustics 704 4-inch dual-
cone si:)eakers ............ .Installed $299 
System: KRC-2001 digital cassette 
receiver with 15-watts per channel; 
6977 6x9-inch two-
way speakers .............. .Installed $349 
MAXELL CASSETI"ES 
UDXL-11 C90 high performance 
cassette tapes. 
·Buy 9 - get one free! 
$19.99 
·ALPINE ALARMS 
8101 computerized car alarm system 
with programmable entry code, 
entry/exit delay 
times .............................. .Installed $389 
8121 computerized car alarm 
system with remote control 
arm/disarm (can optionally 
control car locks) ... . ..Installed $479 
8122 the ultimate car alarm! 
Computer prevents false alarms 
from hills. Remote controls operate 
alarm and (optionally) lights, locks. 
10 programmable functions, 
113 db siren ................ .Installed $619 
mounted at ear-level ......... , ..•. pr. $339 
PQ-10 high-performance multi-
channel power amp. 4-channel, 30 
w/ch or 2-channel, 80 w/ch ..... $369 
C751 two-way car speakers with 
51/•-inch woofers and separate 
"omnimount" tweeters (can be 
mounted at ear level) ............ pr. $169 
YAMAHA. 
YCS-460 4x6-inch waterproof 
two-way speakers ...................... pr. $69 
IF YOU BUY YOUR sYSTEM FROM, AND 
HAVE IT INSTALLED BY 1WEETER, WE 
DOUBLE THE . LENGTH OF ORIGINAL 
MANUFACTURERS' WARRANTIES. 
YCS-600 61/1-inch round weather-
proof two-way speakers with 
angled tweeters ....................... .-.. pr. $79 
YPA-200 20 w/ch power amp ...... $89 
YCS-690 6x9-inch weatherproof 
two~way speakers with angled · 
tweeters ................. .......... ; ......... pr. $1 
ALPINE 
3505 18-watt-per<hannel , 
power amp .................................. ;~ ...... $75 
3210 7-band graphic equalizer 
_ w/ built-in 18 w/ch power amp ... $119 
7900 AM./FM tuner-compact disc 
player. Super-fidelity digital 
audio for your car! .......................... $749 
System 7164 cassette receiver with 
auto-reverse, Dolby NR, station seek, 
clock; Boston Acoustics 705 5-inch 
dual-<:one speakers ..... ..lnstalled. $419 
Combination: Buy the 7267 auto-
reverse cassette receiver with digital 
-tuni.ng, Dolby NR, built-in 4-channel 
amplifier ..................... ............... .. .... .... $480 
AND RECEIVE THE 8007 car 
stereo theft alarm with siren, 
(a $70 value) ..... ............. ... ............... FREE! 
NAKAMICHI 
PA-150 4-channel power amp, 14 
w/ch, 0.05% distortion .................. $179 
,,, ~ ,, "'' , 
... - ..... ~ ~ ~-~"~:~"£-;,' ~, ~::: 
G';.. ~ '::M ~- ~:::~~~ = = = 
......,,, ,.,_ - -
TD-400 digital cassette receiver with 
high-performance "Crystalloy" head, 
advanced transport, clock, 
Dolby B&C NR .................................... $459 
T0-500 professional grade AM/FM 
tuner/cassette player with advanced 
transport, azimuth control, 
Dolby B&C NR. Super! : .................... $599 
Super System: T0-700 cassette 
receiver with dual-capstan transport, 
azimuth adjustment, Dolby B&C; 
PA-30011 70 w/ch amp; PA-350 4-
channel amp with 35 w / ch; Four 
SP-200 high-performance t:vVo-way 
speakers; SP-80 subwoofer system 
with electronic 
crossover ......... .... ..... ..Installed $2495 
'If you find the same car stereo product for less 
at a local, authorized _dealer with in 30 days of 
purchase, prove it and we'll refund the d ifference. 
Not re~ponsible for typographical errors · 
AAfl:C.sst:~ ~ , ..... $ .-.v-. 
' '{ , 4 .. "" 
/'- .._.,,,..,,,,... 
'; 
YCR-150 auto.reverse cassette 
receiver with Dolby NR, station seek, 
· digital tuning ..................................... $22 
YCR,-350 cassette receiver with 
auto-reverse, Dolby NR, music 
search; 18 watts per channel... ... $26 
YCD-1000 compact disc player with 
3-beam laser system, music 
scan, music search .......................... $3 
-MISCELLANEOUS 
lntraclean complete cassette 
cleaning system ........................... $24. 95 
Hirschman Antennae -
............... 20% Off When Installed 
All Dash Kits -
............... 20% Off When Installed 
Monster Cable 2+2 -
.... .......... 10% Off When-Installed 
WHISTLER 
RADAR DETECTOR 
Spectrum 2 state-of-the-art 
ultra-compact radar detector. 
Sensitive to all forms of radar, 
filter system eliminates most 
false alarms. , 
SALE.ENDS SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 16TH! $299 
NASHUA NEWINGTON 
520 Amherst St. Fox Run Mall 
880-7300 431-9700 
SOUTH NASHUA MANCHESTER 
Pheasant Lane Mall Mall of NH 
a 888-7900 627-4600 
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A Talk With Dave Wakeling 
By Arthur Lizie 
and Jim GarroU 
la~H Friday night we had a 
chance to talk to Dave 




befo·re · a 
D:~1v'e: I think it's a comhination 
we Uke. h'~ become a bit 
~ pattern, but it was never 
a corn~ciom\ Hfon. I think it-'11 
quite .. ~·=A. ~ .... 
Jim: Would 
Blue$ music 





I think a connection . 
between the ouuide politii@~l 
world and the intern.al wodd, 
the I don't rhink 
it's a coincidence thiu: u the 
mis.sHe numbers up and up 
and up, so do:e~ divorce rate 
on both !!l:iides of Bedin waU. 
I dron't think they're disconn:e.ct-/ 
ed . But the,,music, I suppose, 
the e$s•ence of life. Like 
the same joy that makes· tree$ 
green in the spring, which 
over <ind above the · wod,d of 
word.s. I think that's the way 
combine. 
Jim; So do Y'OU think you get the 
sentiment~ · for your ~on.gs from · 
other people, or do they come 
jusdrom you? 
nave: ··~reu, it's a bit of both 
onJoi:~·~rn.e~>. You stut thinking 
and as s.oon 
thought 
your you ~tart 
. and you S;tart to see how 
univen.ai your penorn1J f'eflec-
tiions of s,omething are. So if I 
ewer a reaHy · per·s,onal 
vie·w and then 
I start 
bus <ind on buses 
the s.ame stuff, tbi:lii 
on in the 
''oh y1es . '' 
Art: far a.s the mu~k with 
the English B.e!l!t~ dkl 
guys come up with .the 
I know there wu the whole 
Two-Tone movement at the 
rim.e, but how did you me~h (the 
sound) toged1er? 
Dave: By ac:ddent. T 'he Beu, 
ev'erybody- in The Be-at had an 
emirety diffe·rem se·t of influ-
ence$, And by accident 
thm~e different @pher~si of in -
fluence for illbout 
three I and then, 
they floating aput. I 
snppos-re as peopli1e more 
and more of a · view of 
ir· ~u, we 5toppe·d being the 
amateurs and be-
rnme mc»ek professionah. n 
mom <i!lOd more difficult 
cious,, there WI!!.$ no conscious 
debate about that arld I don't 
think reafo:ed thH's 
what was going on and what h lild 
changed until a.fter. 
Art: Hotace the ba.s-
sist) was Speciab. h's 
ju.st a ®ound to com,e 
out and rm it's stiH C<.Jli"'U''U ,U <U. 
What are there? Do 
you read a 
Dave: There's a lot of debate 
on ·how to pronounce his name. 
It could he ME-Ian or it could 
be MH-ah-n (spelled Milan)'. It 
cou ld be Kun-DER-a or it couM 
be KUN-dern (~peHed Kunde-
ra). But he's from 
and he's my 
favorite writer. the best 
wnit:er the woddJ (fa.ughs) 
Jim: Wh@lt do you liike about 
him? 
Dave : A lot He writes 
a.s the 
the sadnesg of life in 





is quite cool idea. Anidh:e's 
weH phrased so he has rnme 
great imighu. does on 
w.hout s.o but 
th~tisn'r a reason to feel reaHy 
sad about it. h:' s more reuon 
it and get oh with it. 
quite good. 
Jim: Do you think some of your 
sion.g.s come from what you rea.d? 
Dave: No, I don't think so. I ' 
mean, everything you do in(lu-
so obviously if I re~d 
a by him it's going 
to make some change in the 
But I wouldn't "Oh. 
that 
in a song trying to thi.ng'.s 
that s.pring into my mind that 
might not hne sprung to my 
minid if I hadn't read a book by 
:mch and inu::h. It's a bit like 
"What .are your major 
"'"i- 11·""""·"""Z"' muskally?" You nev-
and make a record to 
like ymu mu:dcal influ-
ences, but you might be H~tening 
to Toots and The MayJds on ' 
Tues.day and Mox.an on Wed-
ne!)d:ay @.n:d the foHowing weie:k 
you come up with a 
Reggae -that bas@ be11mtifoi 
clu~icd line you 
never notke. · 
Art : I _guess ·it's other people 
who are for things who 
wm notfilce. 
Dave: Ye:ah, I suppo!ll·e so. You 
Hiiiten to The Velvet U nder -
and y·ou can fed them 
as a influence, but it's not 
'ng to make write a song 
The Velvet Urn,derground. 
You ab~orb your influence!!l. 
They ch:iunge you a.ri:d then w h.:iu t 
you put om fa your changed 
penorudity beonrn.e of your 
i:lilf'tuence:s:~ buit 1 don· t think it's 
. one to one direct. Thing.s ger 
~~-·~~-s~~~~~rw.·· a . rd· .. as One,'' ilil 'Ge·. n. e·· .. r a· I the a true story? · 
Dave: it is for Horace. I ·. 
rnuid.n't . . my tr~e . J~t· l:f 
s.to ..r· y ~eca·u· :se m . y cou!!l.~n .. l pl ct· . !' 
w. as. k.· nUe:·d . . He was a . ~ . . / . ~J - ·~ "'--_· 1. l v' ( ' '.' . ..-----
trained.·'au ,) l"'\ 1 '-1'1-- ' · . /. 
out of a · )p.1' . '"/ 
before the · ground at !/ 
nineteen.. Bnt I reaHy -couldn't - - - a 1 l. _, 
make it fit, know · "He had 
a corndn, he a so I 
lost a second unde." h's a bit 
rno long. But it i3 a trne story 
for Horace. We wanted to 
3how the pathetic 3ide of war 
compared to the Audie Murphy 
$kle of it, which I thought would 
· be nke to-not and nil 
maiur.ism in a 
nistic h's like- ·always 
wanted to a fighter pHot, then 
I realized that whstt you have 
to do i111 ·go and, blow other 
peop~e's children up whHe 
watching the television. 
a dogfight over the sea, a 
fighter ptlot, that sounds; all 
right. I'm not ®gain.st 
it's ju:iit that have to go 
chUdr~·n the tdevig.ion 
and it kind of tbe whoJe 
thing faindy obscene. S.o I -
wanted "Forward as One" to 
have ~ome P'athol!l in it. 
Art : Yeah, it's an ·interesting 
concept that your father woiuhd 
los.e a brothe-r and you would 
meet that 
father knew ·sio w·eJt 
Dave: A lot ofpeop1e. I don't 
know, because in the lut war 
.i:.:..n,i.:11Jtutu a lot of citie·s' were 
!!l·O I lost a ton 
I never met. 
relatives 
and ·my rdadve:s never 
got to give me Christmas; pre'3-
ent:8 .. But no, peop~1e 
in America people in. 
England wince · too· much about 
war, chicken or 
something. In you 've 
never be·en bombed before. h 
mtakes ·@! ddte!·en11Ce .. 
Art: Yeah, Japan dropped S'ome 
bombs here and we were 
stupi1d among.s.t 
oun·dves Gv-H War, 
b,ut ... 
D av:e: S.o when my dad came 
marching borne triumph~ndy 
he found that most of his street 
had acruaHy and 
that most of the peopli1e he had 
g.rown up with were de.ad. Th.at 
ukes a bit of a $hine oH the 
med:ab .. 
Art: I wafl\ going to h; Wodd 
Wu H sdH thought about in 
England? 
Da:v·e: Only, I think~ in f'espect 
to Wodd Wu m. Need~.e$s to 
say, don't beHev·e that $hit.abom 
gllory fit for he-roes. Anybody 
mentions that don't believe 
them. They and put you off, 
but then when Fallk:l.<md$ wu 
brill ppenedl i:t onl·y took about two 
day-s for that to aH di:s,i£ipate and 
then it was aU gnng ho again. 
The Brfri:lfih aren't a p;artkul:arly 
violent race, which i1s why we've 
developed this fac@tde of good 
man net'£. 
. Art: How dio you like tbe Pere 
Townshend venion of "Save 
It P.or later?" 
Dav~: Smashing. I .u s 
lovety Scaxophone, 
Jlt s """"'""'"' .. '*''' And it's a great 
honor' rm ~till kind of chuffed. 
And m me it 's the s1ame wa:y be 
sang o:n some o:f rh:e W bo songs .. 
He's kind of twiste'd. and con-
volute·d the lyrics into Pete-
Townshend-3pe.ak. It's briUiant 
because I sat there and sai -
d,''Ooh, I wrote that,':' (laughs). 
It's nice. He phoned me 
up to i.f he couJd do it. 
Jim: So, family come 
with you on tour? 
Dav~ : No, no: I don't it 
would be· very for them. I 
we drove <llH night bua 
to the hotel at 
in the 
to do th.at kind of 
two chHdren would 
would be diffkuh. It wouldn't 
be · for them. They like 
and (ontiniuity. I've 
brought them out a few 
I've brought the o1dest onie out . 
a cou pie of times. And it's aH 
a fade hit much for her. She goes 
hyper for a few days and then 
kind of a_r1d dams up. 
and it's not until we get her 
home that.she staru to come 
out of it. h Is a problem, More 
th~rn I want it too, reaHy. It 
makes it When 
you're_pl~ying pop star yon fed 
you ought to be hotne playing 
dad and when at home 
playing da,d you you ought 
to be haH way around the wodd 
playing pop star. In a way h's 
nice, it ptru a s.~nse of reafoy 
in both of it. B,u t it mliike.!!r-
for iJI. . sott of gxe.at:er heart breaJk. 
Art: We we·re wondering when 
the next (Han.d To 
Mouth) wu coming, it wu a 
long time .... 
D ave: WeH, ooe of the 
pmbiems about that was 
the Hnt a!bum was s-o s;u.,(xes;s·iu 
w·e ended up for a .y1€ar, 
and it doesn't s.eem that long 
for me but ... 
Arc. Ye:ah, you pime to Boston 
twke., I think,, 
D ave:· Th.u:'s right. We didn't 
f1nish untH but Sep-
t.ember, and w·e sta.rted making 
the rernr·d thi.!!i Januuy, and it 
was a bk .. Tbe record! company 
was pissed, you know. "Why 
isn't it re:ady?'' We ~rnid,"You 
wanted us to keep " 
Record companies want ever-
iilnd they woul,d Hk.e 
to pay for both. I didn't 
actuaHy, that it would make 
a big eHe:ct. I don't hav·e "-·~"'"''-'ji; .. u 
commerd:iid considerations 
they reaHy 
seem r:bat impon:ant to 




Dave: Yeah, weB you finid that 
the bu!i1ine:s$men are so certain 
after the facts that 
mention what the 
. on. I mean, the 
sl.Q.esn't 
er we were 
people 
or not .. Anyway, there's a Tuot of 
competition ro get a at lRS. 
People have t:o hang around for 
twu try.:Rng to get tbeir 
s,o they· re usually 
lnt~e:re:~tn;i_g peopl1e. 
origin:aHy on Sire 
record!ii? I heard recent-
~y aud I couJdn't beli:ev-e it. 
D:a:v,~: Yeah. Yes we w·ere. It walil 
.... .. 
a real shame, aictuaHy, although -
I su pp:o.®e in tbe run :it has 
done u!\\ quite a- lot good that 
they remained · u a cult. But ~u 
- the time we were mad as heH 
bemuse at the dme everyone 
s.aid W'e (The . Beat) were 
down reaHy greauu:id we were_ 
cerrninfty giving Thie Pretendern 
'11 run for their money, bm the 
first two never came 
over reaUy. Seymore Stein (he~d 
oJ Sire record.s) wu in a very 
Candinski coHection pe-
and h:e spent most of hi~ 
· tiine at ut We only 
reaHy got off he 
to r;enew He 
$ent the. T dex 
.and we !il·ent hi 
greetings, 
didn't even 
the hibd; so 
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The Blushing Brides Offer Shelter (?) 
I 
Maurice Raymond and Paul Martin of The Blushing Brides put on a pretty convincing show 
in the Granite State room Monday. (file photo) 
By Sue Mudgett 
I 
i . 
Have the Stones split, via 
mitosis, and formed a band that· 
is their mirror image? It's all 
too easy to be fooled by the hip-
thrusting, clothes tearing, and 
soothing satisfaction of the lead 
singer's coarse language. Au-
thenticity is not mastered over-
night, but The Blushing Brides 
have been married to the rdea 
for a while. 
checks, or song lists to follow. 
They have cultivated and pol-
ished their stage personna and 
music"al talents down to a fine 
science. Naivetee and pureness 
are far from' what these brides 
bring to their audience. Maurice 
Raymond (Mick) sat on the 
floor with the audience, sharing 
the intimacy of his spotlight 
with the crowd. Raymond whis-
pered in girls' ears, letting them 
frel the power of those inev-
itable rock-star chills. Every one 
of their audiences is unpredic-
table. Being so flexible, the 
Blushing Brides feed off the 
crowd to provide maximum 
entertainment for both sides. 
neL This was their first appear-
ance at UNH. "We really don't 
know what to expect," admitted 
Paul Martin. The Blushing 
Brides are again building a 
significa_nt name in the mus-ic 
business since th~ir high point 
in 1982 with the release of their 
first album. 
-. 
MUSO brought the spontane-
ous energies and Mick Jagger 
parodies of the Brides to the 
stage of the. Granite State room 
on Monday night, preceded by 
the heavy metal'rock sounds of 
Red Line. Opening act Red Line 
is most accurately characterized 
by their squealing guitars, styl-
ish long hair, and tight Spandex 
clothes. The band performs 
original material as well as the 
standard repertoir.e of cover 
material, heavily embellished 
by the high speed guitar work 
of 18-year-old Timmy Rossi. 
Red Line is a brand new local 
act that deserves some consid- · 
eration. 
The Blushing Brides are far 
from virgins to the stage. Since 
their start in 1979 they have 
taken pride in the fact that they 
have no rehearsals, sound . 
The three original members 
of the band are lead guitarist 
Paul Martin, bas~ist Martin 
Vandijk, and vocalist Maurice 
Raymond. Drummer Doug In-
glis, and guitarists Richard Kahl 
and Leroy Diamond complern 
this group's well-rounded and 
close-knit compostion. 
The Brides started their most 
recent tour in mid-October, 
travelling from North Carolina 
to Pennsylvania, Ohio, and just 
last Saturday night to Boston 
where they played at the Chan-
--------DAVE--------~ 
(continued from page 15) 
back. IRS has been better for cause you've got this feeling in 
us than Sire. Seymore Stein had the studio that you're trying to 
a sreat habit of signing up give birth to your own little 
things that were good and not baby. But I've got one girl and 
doing very much with it. But he one boy now. Mind you, _having 
had a great set of ears, whether planned neither of those it's 
he still has them I don't know. hard to say we're not planning 
Hene_verseemedtodomuch to have any more. What 
with it. Well, The Talking. happens is you get babies and 
Heads. you build theories around them. 
Art: Yeah, The Talking Heads, Babies are born and theories 
and The Smiths are doing pretty are built, but time ~lso passes, 
· well. and so did our interview. It was 
Dave: We signed because they getting to be time for the 
had gotten Madness and The concert, and Papa Saxa was 
Undertones. "Well that sounds beginning to rant and rave in 
good: lets go with them.'
1 And his thick Jamaican accent about 
· . then we read an interview with. a saxophone he .had fallen in 
The Undertones slagging them love with in the front hall of 
to death. the building. Goblins and 
Art: I was surprised to find out witches were filtering into the 
that you had mixed the new Halloween dance hall, and the 
album in Boston. musicians were becoming more 
Dave: ·That's because the pro~ restless. 
ducer's wife was having a baby General Public will be per-
nearJ:>y. It was interestipg, five.. forming in this area again Nov. 
babies got born during the::· 17 at the Wang Center. in 
· recording. Every time the phone. Boston. If you are lucky enough 
.rang:we knew·we had.gpt a vJ,~ek · .. to get a ticket, theirs is not a 
«>fL Quite stressful re.a~ly; b.e~ ; petfbr:mance' to be missea. · · ' ' 
I ' 
They are not self-conscious 
or showy. The Stones' looks and 
sounds have secured their pop-
Unidentified guitarist and bassist Martin Vandijk bear down to 
the task at hand. (Stu Evans photo) 
ularity, but the Brides own-----~--=-------------.,.-- ~----~ 
distinctive flare for the stage 
should not go unrecognized or 
unrewarded. · · 
Monday night's audience was 
in awe of this Stones mimickery, 
forgetting at times that they 
weren't the real thing. Where 
else and by who else could you 
be so completely taken in? 
Monday night some of the 
greatest rock stars in history 
came to UNH? Who? Mick 
Jagger, Keith Richards ... no, wait 
a minute. _In any case those who 
did not attend may live to regret 
the day they didn't see the 
Blushing Brides bring their 
ceremonial sounds of Stones 




John an.cl Timmy Rossi of Red Line run through their set of 
StClndards. (Stu Evan.s photo) 
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RtJSSJA 
(continued from page 7) 
Frarie added, "Fruit and ve-
getables were a treat. We never 
saw· lettuce." 
The three students explained 
the Russian word "babushka", 
as an old, fat grandmotherly lady 
who typifies the American 
vision of Russian womeri. "The 
young women are skinny but 
then there's a syndrome that 
hiss ,at about 3_5 or 40 years old. 
Then boom!" Frarie said. She 
pantomimed a swelling motion._ 
Lapin found that some of her 
American clothes were offen-
sive to older women. Lapin said 
she wore colorful, Jong Bermuda 
shorts in public, but no one 
wears shorts in ·Russia. except 
young children. She said, "This 
babushka came right up -to me 
and started tugging at my shorts 
and yelling to let me know that 
she didn't approve." 
The American women said 
the Russian attitudes about 
clothing were very different on 
the beaches. Frarie said, "They 
have such long, dark winters 
that when the sun does come 
out, everyone hits the beach." 
Hibbert said even old babush-
. kas wore bikinis. "I was wearing 
a one piece bathing ~mit and was 
· over-dressed," she said. ·. 
The UNH students were 
immediately recognized on the 
1 streets as Americans'. Frarie 
said, "We'd be walking 'down 
the street and a black marketeer 
would come up ~o ·us .and ask if 
we wanted to sell anything, like 
jeans." 
Hibbert said, "The trick was 
to look Russiah:"· · · . " · 
Both Frarie and Hibbert are 
, officers of "Bohro Slovo," the 
NationaFSiavk Honor Society. 
It has offered seminars to local 
American school-aged children 
on Russian culture: Hibbert said, 
"We taught them the (Russian) 
alphabet, and taught them their 
names in Russian.'' 
The officers of Bobro Slovo 
are planning a series of Russian 
seminars on campus. They hope 
to involve students of other 
disciplines, like history, eco-
nomics, apd business, who are 
interested in Russia to discuss 
. how the American media re-
presents the Soviet Union. 
For more information about 
the Russian Language Seminars, 
or the Bobro Slovo activities, 
contact the Russian/German 
Department in Murkland Hall. 
-PEACE-
(continued from page 8) 
sponsored by the psychology 
department, and will be in the 
Coos / Chesire Room at 7 :30 
p.m. 
All these· events are free and 
open to the public. For infor-
mation call John Nevin in the 
psychology department ·(862-
3193) or the Coalition for 
Disarmament and Peace. 
FREE $45 VALUE CRYSTAi 
c~~artm:_t~:'' P_:J[~ 
4 i:jed1 oom Apartment centrally located 
in Dover near Kari-Van . Living room, 
Kitchen & Bath. $675. month includes heat 
& hot water. Lease required pets. Call 7 49 
1600 
Want to earn $5 an hour? Work as 
aid / personal care attendant. No expe -
rience necessary. Easy work. Great boss. 
Mornings, Call Dan at 692-4764. Evenings. 
Earn Money on all magazines sold on 
campus. N.eed people to post information. 
Good profit . Write. BPC, 8218 Hardy, 
Overland Park, KS 66204 
Work part time on the evenings of your 
choice, in our office, setting appointments 
and making extra money. No experience 
necessary, but high energy a must. Call 
Alice between 2-5 p.m. at 1-800-852-3426 
Physical Education Majors: Immediate Pre-
Holiday Gymnastics Teaching Position, 
Pre-School To 12 Years, ALSO: FullTime 
Summer W.S.I .. Gymnastics Field Sports. 
Professional Situation, New Hampshire 
Academy of Artistic Gymnastics & Sport 
603-964-9000 67 Winnicut Rd . North 
Hampton, NH 03862 
Travel field position immediately available. 
Good commissions valuable work expe-
rience, travel, and other benefits. Call Bill 
Ryan (toll free) 1-800-433-77 4 7 for a: 
c9mplete information mailer. 
FREE ROOM/BOARD IN KITTERY POINT, 
ME. Farmhouse in exchange for childcare 
3 1 /2 days 1 toddler call 207-363-2729 
Days. 
,_. _•_:.·_ .... _ID_;---J_J[~] 
'83 Nissan Sentra, 5 speed, red, A/C, am -
fm stereo, clean , no rust. $2700 neg. 
Cynthia 668-5393 after 10 p.m. 
'86 Hewlett Packard 12-C Calculator barely 
used great for MBA's! Cynthia at 868-5393 
after 10 p.m. 
Hardly Used, Electric Typewriter, $150 or 
best offer, call 868~6163; ask for Sandy. 
THE FAR SIDE 
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1982 Red VW Scirocco. Mint condition, 
AM / FM cassette, no rust 69K. Great car, 
sell ing due to over-populated driveway. 
Must be seen, asking $4995 
For sale- Professional studio monitors. 15-
1 80 watts, complete with 20ft. monstor 
cable, $250 or best offer. Electronics are 
excellent. Robert 664-9547 evenings. · 
35mm Yashica Camera ONLY $75. Great 
condition. Ideal for first time users of 35mm. 
Selling because I want a more advanced 
one. Its a great deal! Call Kim 4504 Rm» 
123 
SERVICES 
Counseling for relationship and personal 
growth issues. Dwight Webb, Ph.D. Psy-
chologist, Durham Pt. Rd .. Durham. -N.H. 
03824,868-5245 
Gyitar Instruction-Study with a G.l.T. Grad. 
Technique, Improvisational Concepts, .· 
Harmony and Theory, Ear Training, All 
Levels. CALL NOW: 659-7 442. 
Free $45 Value Crystal-Yours for 1 party 
with over $150 sales or 7-10 orders. Call 
382-8675 or leave name and number in 
Boi:c 75 Kingsbury 3rd fioor. 
'76 Malibu classic PS, PB, AM/FM, 6 cyl , 
New radials, no rust, excellent condition. I · 11 •l 
Lost license, musfsell $450. or best offer. . ·Personals 
868-9609 Doug, 862-4560 Rm. 111 '-· -----------J 
1980 Ford Mustang: Excellent condition 
wouldn 't sell it if I didn't need the money 
$1200 or B.O. Call 868-6667 
For. sale: 1972 BMW 2002 Tii. Runs great. 
$3000. Call 659 -5203 Evenings only 
between 6 and 8 p.m. 
For Sale: 76 BMW 530i! Black with brown 
leather. Runs great. Receipts for all work. 
$3295. 436-7744 eves. 659-2331 days. 
1973 VW Super Beetle Runs excellent -
engine rebuilt and new exhaust 9/85 Some 
rust. Must sell! $450 negot. 862-2440 days 
436-8413 eves. 
FOR SALE: NIKON FM2 w/50mm 1.8 lens, 
$275. Vivitar 285 Flash $55, Vivitar Charge 
12/20 w/6 Nicad Packs $35, Canon Auto 
Winder $50. All in EXC. condition. Best Offer 
Accepted. Call 224-4735 After 5:30 
For Sale TREK 420 Silver internationalist 
frame 27" wheels-barely used-recent mini-
tune accessorie.s jncluded $325 or B.O. 
CYNTHIA 868-5393 after 10 pm. ' ' • 
Acoustic Guitar-Six String Madiera Guitar 
Made by Guild . Mint Condition with Case 
$150. Call 742-0561 
1982 Nissan Sentra Station Wagon. 5 -
speed, 40 mpg. Ziebart. No Rust. Alpine. 
Sunroof. Winterized. $2795 or best offer. 
868-5122 
LOST AND FOUND 
Lost: Gold Bulova ladies watch on Friday, 
Oct. 24. If found, please call 868-6234 and 
ask for Mel or Darlene. Watch has great 
emotional value, any help would be greatly 
appreciated. · 
Happy B-Day Wee/ 
Love Mimi 
& Ronit 
By GARY LARSON 
Kelley- I was just passing through the MUB 
thinking of you. I hope you made it throuqh 
· tl:iis week. ·Just think-piedging_has g~t to._ 
be more than half way over. Stick with it 
you'll make a great Chi-0 someday. Mike 
Freddie #77 Lord 302- If I had known you 
were a freshman I wouldn't have bothered, 
but thanks for the use of your body anyway. 
It was a good time- Barbie 
Hey you with the blue pen- How about 
honey and icecubes?! I warit more details! 
Hmmmm .. T Hall clock tower sounds in-
viting. -Me in the brown leather. 
Bubbles- You haven't written anything yet. 
What's wrong? Thinking of you ....... Love 
N02 
Hey Lyena- What's going to happen when 
you go to work 9-5 days, but can't get. up 
for 9? You won't be able to ca.II in and say 
you'll be in later. N02 
Hey N02-When is the pot going to stop 
c,allihg the kettle black? Lyena · 
Ski 93-UNH Ski Week, 5 1 /2 days skiing 
and lodging for $169.00. Ski Loon, Cannon, 
Waterville Valley, or Bretton Woods-your 
choice each day. Jan. 11-16 last week 
before Spring Semester. If skiing and 
partying for $31 a day. without leaving the 
mountains sounds like a bargain, then join 
us. Call John Bassett or Bill Hanig at 868-
3008 or sign up outside NHOC in the MUB. 
Bring friends from home or school for one 
last vacation before school. 
To my little sis, Heather,. you're the best! 
I hope you're feeling better soon-you gotta 
be healthy for than man of yours!_ Have an 
awesome weekend! AXD love, Cindy 
Kathy, Gina, Irene and Jean-Ann- We have 
to go for margaritas at Paco's today. We 
miss you guys. Laurie & Terri. 
To Herman and Myron of Lambda Chi: 
Thank-you for the rose and _the pledge on 
Tuesday. We would also be honored to go 
down town with a couple of cool ·guys like 
you. Is it a date? Cal l us. The sisters and 
pledges of Delta Zeta. 
MOLLY AND GARY!' Congratulations you 
guys! I'm so psyched! Does this mean, Molly _ 
you're going to have to watch the Red Sox 
all year round??! ARGHHHH! Love, Carrie 
AMY, SHARON AND MY BIG BRO ANN, 
Thanks for everything . You're the best 
brothers around! Love, Dan. 
DOUBLE FEATURE MOVIE TONIGHT IN 
THE MUB PUB!!! "Mr. Mom" (8 p.m.) shown 
with "Nights.hilt" (10 p.m.). ONLY TWO 
BUCKS!!! Be there or be drunk elsewhere. 
Am I confused or have I just been sniffing 
too much ''.graphic 1'lrts glass cleaner?" 
Lonely skinless cats? Wang Chung? Why 
does evety.one ELSE at· The New Hamp-
shireget personals but me? And is a certain 
student organization's weekly full page 
.ad really designed to drive me insane? Can 
anyone explain all this to me? 
SPYRO GYRA FANS .... Tickets are on sale 
now at the MUB ticket office for the Nov. 
23rd show in the GRANITE STATE ROOM. 
(They're going fast! Don't miss out!!) 
Brought to you by MUSO. 
SULLY-The picture from your last birthday 
celebration just missed publication. Happy 
21st birthday. Wish for a car, a new hair 
style and a rommate with a smaller head, 
Love, the people who will be buying you 
drinks at Nick's. 
To D~nise and Ben, my t<appa Sig Big sister 
and Big Brother. I'm so psyched for this 
year, hope you are too. We are going to 
have tons of fun. Thanks so much for 
everything. Love ya, Kristen 
Word processing- $1.00/double spaced 
page, prompt, personal, and professional 
service, located on campus, Call 868-3245 
between 8 a.m. and midnight for details. 
SKI SALE AND SWAP. Need new equip-
ment this year? Want to sell. or trade your 
old equipment? Come to the annual NHOC 
. SALE in the GRANITE STATE ROOM MUB 
NOV. 13-15 THURSDAY AND FRIDAY 9-
7. SATURDAY 9-5. Major retailers selling 
ALL types _of Equipment UP TO 75% OFF!, 
· No plastic accepted please. Help out the 
NHOC AND SAVE BIG BUCKS!! For more 
info call at 862-2145. Thank You!!! 
SKI SALE AND SWAP. Need new equip-
men_t this year? .Want to sell or trade your 
0ld equipment? Come to the annual NHOC 
SALE in the GRANITE STATE ROOM MUB 
NOV. 13-15. THURSDAY AND FRIDAY 9-
7. SATURDAY 9-5. Major retailers selling 
ALL types of Equipment UP TO 75% OFF! 
No plastic accepted please. Help Out the 
NHOC and SAYE BIG BUCKS!! For more 
info call at 862-214.5. Thank You!!! 
If you are forced to have sex, sexually 
assaulted, or raped and would like to talk 
te a woman who has been trained to help 
in these situations, call 862 -1217 day or 
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUN-
SELOR 
6.6 Billion available for college! We match 
sources electronically. Fresh-
man/sophomores write Academic Fund-
search, P.O. Box K .Plymouth, N.H. 03864 
Adoption: We're a loving happily married 
couple. academic physician and psychol-
ogist. Eager to adopt white newborn. 
Confidential. Call collect 212-724-7942 
Want a free trip to the White Mountains??? 
,Want to meet new people and have fun??-
NHOC ski sale and swap Nov. 13-15. Thank 
you!!! 
Four good looking alcoholic men are 
looking for four or more attractive females 
to party with, 868-3420 -THE BREW 
CREW-
$31 .00 I day to ski NH's best, Cannon, Loon, 
Waterville and Bretton Woods Jan. 11-16 
with 5 nights lodging at the Indian Head 
resort-jacuzzi, swimming pool, sauna, game 
room, live bands, happy hour, and more. 
$90 by Nov. 7. Call John Bassett, or Bill 
Hanig 868-3008 for arrangements. 
say ''Hello" f eie:communicati~ns open 
House November 14, 10 AM til 3 PM. open 
to the public come and meet us face to 
TM: What's up? I made a misjudgement face locate,d next to Bookstore 
and now I'll pay. Maybe we should talk to -
clear the air, OK? AGR#920 Jamie-Thanks for helping me with my 
. confusion. I hope it didn't ruin our friendship. 
GAFU-where dmks hang out. . I'll always be here for you. You're golden. 
Kathy darling from Smith, You really showed ~ _T_h_e_H_u-=-g_M_o_n_s_te_r ___ ,--___ _ 
us a great tjme on t_he Halloween night. Skiers-Ski cheap and pa~ty with friends 
I nope we can do it again! We eagerly await for five days. Over 60% of..the people return 
the fulfillment of your parting promise!! Your the following year-they can't all be wrong. 
beloved K.K. & K . Ask somebody about Ski '93, then call us. 
Phi Maria- Well, I'm no longer your big sis, $40 down by Friday Oct. 31 or $90 by Nov. 
just a fellow K-Mart suit fan! Just a couple 7 or call and make arrangements. It's worth 
of weeks more and provisional membering it so bring your friends. Call John Bassett 
will be o'ver. I'm psyched that I'll be able or Bill Hanig 868-3008 or sign ui;> outside 
to call you my Sister!! Love, Jill the NHOC in the MUB. 
Cuffy- Look- your own personal! Have fun 
tonight. Don't do anything dad and I 
wouldn't do!! Love, Mort P.S. Hi Son! 
Karen 1.- May the crusts of a million grilled 
cheezes.come back to haunt you. Us-
roomies?! Love you! Holly 
Looking for_a fun, female roommate spring 
semester at the Undergrad. Apts. Call · · 
Christine at 868-3110 
Hey Hormone- is that a ball on your head? 
Love you always! h. 
STOP' Are you planning to sell your books? 
Let APO sell them at your price. Save those 
books! More info. later. 
SKI SALE AND SWAP. Need new equip-
ment this year? Want to sell or trade your 
old equipment? Come to the annual NHOC 
SALE in the GRANITE ST ATE ROOM MUB 
NOV. 13-15 THURSDAY AND FRIDAY 9-
7. SATURDAY 9-5. Major retailers selling 
ALL types of Equipment UP TO 75% off! 
No plastic ac;:cepted please. Help out the 
NHOC AND SAVE BIG BUCKS!! For more 
info call at ~62-2145. Thank you!!! 
"The use of alco.hol and drugs is often 
related to the incident of acquaintaince . 
rape. When intoxicated or high, people may 
find themselves acting in atypical ways. 
Use alcohol and drugs responsibly!" 
Victim blaming is an interesting phenomen. 
We don't blame someone for carrying 
money when he or she is robbed. Why do 
women get the bl.ame when they are 
assaulted? Isn't this a double standard? 
· Cat K. I miss partying with you!! We'll make 
up for it over Thanksgiving (at Kritty's) Drink 
coors! Ski A-basin L-S 
KARATE CLUB MEETING, Monday Nov. 
10, 8:00 p.m .. NH HALL ST AGE. All club 
members should be there . Thanks- the 
officers 
SKI SALE AND SWAP. Need new equip-
ment this year? Want to sell or trade your 
old equipment? Come to the annualNHOC 
SALE in the GRANITE STATE ROOM MUC 
NOV. 13-15. THURSDAY AND FRIDAY 9-
7. SATURDAY 9-5. Major retailers selling 
ALL types of equipment UP TO 75% OFFI 
No plastic accepted please. Help out the 
NHOC AND SAVE BIG BUCKS!! For more 
irifo call at 862-2145. Thank You'!! 
Thanks mom and dad for everything! I had 
a great day and a great dinner. Even if I 
couldn 't have dessert. Get psyched for 
the trip south . You both deserve it. I love 
you, Karen 
82, Keep on smiling, Deiner, 01 
The Champ defeats WECKWIRTH. 6-0, 
6-2! It's about time a girl beat you! Don't 
worry, I'll share the easel 
Robby works his ant farm 
APARTMtNT PllFALLS 
To the thieves who stole my Bud Light hat 
at Nicks last week (and sti ll deny it) here's 
a warning - When you least expect it, 
BEWARE!!! I know who you are! 
~1 
'C: : 
~- . ! 
PAGE TWENTY 
Uncle Louie didn't die on the wild mouse 
oJ 37. He's alive and rumored to be in 
Portsmouth. Two shots. 
·QATHY SCHI This is personal #3 still no 
reply. Sunday-Salem 5 miles hope you 're 
there key phrase-"Cathy S'-what's up'" 
I'll never forget the night I saw a giant roast 
beef san_dwich. Being with you was 
something very dear for me. I woulp love 
for you to be a chicken sandwich (half the 
size) very soon again. I'll be thinking of 
you the next few days. have a great 
weekend. Love, Goofy on ice skates. 
Meridith-When are you going to stop by 
and see me? It was nice meeting you last 
Fiday. Stop by soon. Rich. 
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DOUBLE FEATURE MOVIE TONIGHT IN 
THE MUB PUB!!! "Mr. Mom" (8 p.m.) shown 
with " Nightshift" (10 p.m.). ONLY TWO 
BUCKS!" Be there or be drunk elsewhere. 
Don't go away this weekend!!' First buy 
Spyro Gyra tickets then go to the movie 
double feature tonight ("Mr . Mom" and 
"N1ghtshift"), then study, no don't study, 
go to see "The French Connection" Sun. 
night in the MUB, then take Tuesday off 
(on us). 
Quick Monay. Telephone interviews 
needed Monday 11/10 through Thursday 
11I13. 5:30 to 9:30. Come to Horton 409, 
Monday at 4:30. Pay on Friday. $4.00-$4.50 
per hour. Telephone 862 -1751 for more 
info. 
Playdough, Tuesday night was incredible. 
How about ice cubes at the pond? No. I 
forgot you don't like pineneedles Handcuffs 
Honeybuns-Thanks for a wonderful and 
adventurous 3 years and 20 months. You 're 
my life' xoxo your Chestnut 
"When feeling depress8d remember:" You 
only live once .. ... . but you can take a class 
twice 
Intl. FOOD Luncheon; "Cuisine from around 
the world;" Friday, Nov. 14, 11 /3 at Smith 
Hall. For advanced tickets: Becky 862-
4530, Ivan 862-4527. 
The B. Loofa"holders-We are having the 
LAST judging this weekend at the convent. 
Are you going to COME? 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY-Wendy, Naricy, and 
J1mll! Luv, Rach. 
Joe- Okay, this is 11. If I don't see my 
calculator by m1dn1ght Friday I am going 
to set a hit man after you'! No really--stqp 
by and say hi soon. Luv, P.P. (Hi Janet). 
DOUBLE FEATURE MOVIE TONIGHT IN 
THE MUB PUB!!! "Mr. Mom" (8 p.m.) shown 
with -"Nightshift" (10 p.m.) . ONLY TWO 
BUCKS!!! Be there or be drunk elsewhere. 
Don't go away this weekend'!' First buy 
Spyro Gyra tickets ·then go to the movie 
double feature tonight ("Mr. Mom " and 
"Nightshift") , then study, no don 't study, 
go to see "The French Connection" Sun. 
night in the MUB, then take Tuesday off 
(on us). 
Have you or a triend ever drove or been 
driven to a party or bar and been too drunk 
to drive home? If yes, next time cal l 
SAFERIDES at 862 -1414. We operate 
Thurs , Fri. , and Sat., nights between .10 
p.m. and 2 a.m. _______ _ 
WANTED: Responsible volunteers to help 
SAFERIDES. We need executive staff 
members, drivers, riders a,nd dispatchers. 
It would include two weekend nights a 
semeter between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m . If 
interested contact Health Services at 3823. 
SPYRO GYRA FANS ... .T1ckets are on sale 
now a the MUB ticket office for the Nov. 
23rd show in the GRANITE STATE ROOM. 
They're going fast! Don't miss out!!) Brought 
to you by MUSO. 
OPEN Housel Entertainment, mus ic, art . 
fun , REFRESHMENTS! All ot th is at Eaton 
House on Wed. Nov. 1 9 at 8 p m Come 
crnd see what we're all about 
•........•................................•.•••.••••.•..........• 
University Theater 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE THEATER DEPARTMENT 
AND DOVER'S GARRISON PLAYERS PRESENT THE MUSICAL 
FOLLIE! 
Rob B -Scotty J 1s wonder ing 1f you're 
st/ I aUve Come on, MA BELL 1s easier than 
you th ink 7 49-9172 . _ _ _ _ 
Harry and Justin (room 33l). I wish I could 
have partied with you guys last night I hope 
you stick around this.weekend I could use 
a beer right now. Love, the blue and wh ite 
stripped bathrobe. 
David-Roses are red, violets are ornate, 
I 1nv1ted you to my Pledge Dance, but I'm 
tak ing another date 
. , 
: HELP! I desperately need 
~a pledge dance date. 
: Please drop off your bio. 
: and photos to box 445C 
~The New Hampshire. 
by Stephen Sondheim and James Goldman 
directed by Carol Lucha-Burns 
musical dir~ction by Carolyn Colby Ellis 
choreography by Gay Nardone 
~································································· 
Eldon Johnson Theater 
Isabel and Harriet Paul Creative Arts Center 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham 
Gala Preview: Saturday, November 15, at 8 P.M. 
Preview: Monday, November 17, at 8 P.M. 
Performances: November 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, at 8 P.M. 
Matinee: Saturday, November 22, at 4 P.M. 
General: $6 
UNH Students/Employees/Alumni, and Senior Citizens: $5 
Reservations: 862-2290 
Dinner:rheater Package-New England Center Restaurant 






lightweight, durable, chromoly. 
Suntour SVX derailleurs, Sugino, 
Dia-Compre brakes, quick release 
wheels, Vetta Anatomic seat. 'til Thanksgiving 
Saturday g-:.. 1 2 noo Monday-Friday 12-5 
A MACRO FUTON 
! IS SOMETHING TO 
COME HOME TO. 
'-J. 
ELLIOTT LECTURE ON EVOLUTION 
RICHARD LEWONTIN 
Agassiz Prof. of Zoology, Harvard 
and Prof. in School of Agriculture & Public Health 
ORGANISM AND ENVIRONMENT 




Leslie Wagner, member of 
The Women's Center said she 
knew nothing about the stickers. 
Sig Ep brother, Steve Crosby, 
said he saw the stickers on the 
front door early Thursday morn-
ing, between 8 and 9 a.m. "I saw 
it, read it and then rip'ped six 
or seven stickers off the door," 
said Crosby. 
"I think it was childish," said 
Crosby. "I think if people want 
to express their views they 
should do it in a constructive 
manner." 
Theta Chi vice-president John 
Henry said he was surprised that 
his fraternity did not get stickers 
on their house. He also thinks 
whoever did it was very clqse-
minded. He referred to it as 
generalization. "Sororities don't 
have stickers that say "This 
promotes men hating," said 
Henry. 
Kappa Sigma's President, Pat 
Murray, said, "I saw a couple 
of stickers on the ground outside 
the front door." He said they 
were probably on the ground 
because of the snow that fell late 
Wednesday night.' 
(Continued from page 1) 
Dean William Kidder, when 
asked his opinions on the in-
cident said, "This is the first 
I've heard about it." 
Fine print on the stickers 
attributed its printing to Don-
nelly /Colt Stickers of Hampton, 
CN. In a phone interview, Clay· 
Colt said the stickers were made 
by the business he-half-owns. 
For ten years Colt has de-
signed paperstickers, buttons 
<ind bumperstickers with pro-
gressive slogans. He sells them 
at wholesale to college and local 
progressive groups. He said he 
designs a "couple of 100 var-
ieties, ranging from feminist 
issues to human rights." 
Colt would not say who he 
sold the stickers to on the UNH 
campus. "I think the message 
might be that males have a 
pretty obnoxious feeling to-
wards women." 
"When you get a group of 
male adolescents together, es-
pecially when they're drunk, it's 
the worst. There is horrible 
behavior in frats around the 
country," said Colt. "It may be 
a generalize<l,. feeling, but I 
-------------MESSAGE 
image as you can see by the 
tricycle face it _put on last 
· weekend." Kidder also said "It 
(the sign) is not funny." 
The residents of 14 Mill Rd. 
refused to be intervie~ed, but 
said the sign was a practical joke 
on them that one of their friends 
-COCKBURN -
(continued from page 7) 
things happen because reporters 
are continually vying for com-
petitive jobs continually, and 
do not want to go against the 
grain. "Journalists by their 
nature are pretty insecure peo-
ple," Cockburn said. 
Rejkavik was also cited as an 
example of such manipulation. 
"We could have had rotal nu-
clear disarmament, rid ourselves 
of bombs, and, in effect, 
achieved world peace. Reagan 
refused to budge on his commit-
ment to SDI, and we lost our 
chance," Cockburn said. He said 
to prevent angering the public, 
the government confused re-
ports of what had happened. 
"We had to go to the Soviet 
Union to get the truth," said 
Cockburn. 
He also said that due to this 
political influ~nce, coverage in 
other nations is often more 
accurate than in the U.S. 
The lecture began at 7:30 p.m. 
and ended after 9 p.m. Cockburn 
spoke for the majority of the 
time, and then opened the floor 
for questions . The lecture was 
sponsored by the Committee On 
Central America, and was 
funded by the Programming · 
Fund Organization. 
etters to t e e 1tor s ou 
e typed and signed, ard 
ust include an addres.s 
nd telephone number for 
erification. 
Address all mail to: 
The New Hampshire, 
Room 151, 
MUB. 
had put up on the fron.t porch. 
"They're acting like it's a joke, 
but they haven't taken it down," 
said graduate student Valerie 
Hurst on Wednesday. 
"It's really disgusting, and this 
shows their attitude toward 
women is really lacking," said 
(continued from page 1) 
Christy Hammer, sociology . 
graduate student and instructor. 
"It doesn't even occur to them 
that it's inappropriate," said 
Pat Murphy, Nationa'l Organ-
ization of Women (NOW) 
member and graduate ~tudent . 
"It objectifies women." 
AIOI 
"People should be made 
aware of right actions in school, 
and how to get along with other 
people," said graduate student 
Dan Santoro. 
Dittmeir said the house at 14 
Mill Road is "the hockey house, 
and traditionally hockey players 
Freshlllan Orientation 
Nothing could have prepared me 
for the first few moments with my 
roommate. '1\nique'~nothing more, 
just '1\nique'~was her name. Change 
the'~' t<;> a "U" and you've got a 
descnptton. 
When they asked what type of 
roommate I wanted, I didn't know that 
I needed to be more specific than non-
smoker . .J could swear I saw a picture 
of Anique on a postcard I got from 
London. Within five minutes, I found 
out that she was an Art History stu-
· .. dent, into the Psychedelic Furs, and 
totally, totally agai_nst the domesti-
cation of animals. 
I was just about ready to put in 
for a room transfer when she 
reached into her leather 
backpack, pulled out a 
can of Suisse Mocha and 
offered me a cup. Okay, I 
decided Hi keep an open mind~· 
As we sipped our cups, I 
found out that Anique and I 
the same fondness for Cary Grant 
movies, the same disdain for wine 
coolers, and the same ex-boyfriend. 
That gave us plenty to.· talk about. 
General Foods® International c'offees. 
Share the feeling. 
believe it's accurate." 
Colt said that the persons or 
group that put up the stickers 
"probably don't want to go 
public. They are afraid of what 
could happen to them." 
Although Colt never had 
fraternity friends when he was 
in college, he said, "I think a. 
fraternity's mentality is that of 
. a mainstream sort of a person." 
He referred to fraternity broth-
ers taking part in random vi-
ole.nce instead of taking action 
on political beliefs or nonviolent 
actions; 
live there. Acacia is located at 
10 through 12 Mill Rd. and that 
house i's at 14 Mill Rd ." 
"It was unfair to implicate 
the fraternity, but it's under-
standabl~ that people were 
upset," said Kidder. 
Qj 
~ 






(continued from page 24) 
sophomore back is second to 
Ford in average yards per game 
with 85. 
So what will we see? A pass-
ing game, like last year's wild 
45-40 Maine win, or a rushing 
game, which we saw UNH 
utilize to its fullest extent during 
last 1week's costly victory over 
the Rams? No one knows, not 
even Coach Bowes. "We won 
last week without the passing 
because when we saw that we 
couldn't run, we _:w-ent with it," 
said the coach. "This week, we 
will have to do the same thing-
wait and see." Both quarterbacks 
have good arms and have ex-
cellent receivers to throw to; 
Jean has Curtis Olds and Buck 
has Sergio Hebra, but if Ford 
keeps up his incredible pace, 
we'll see Jean handing off all 
day and an old-fashioned run-
ning game. 
••• 
NOTES: Maine holds a 33-32-
8 series edge over UNH. Coach 
Bill Bowes holds an 8-5-1 mark 
again~t the Black B~ars since 
he took over the reins in 1972. 
The two -teams have been wag-
ing battle since 1912. Last year's 
game was the most exciting in 
recent history. Down 31-20 at 
the half, UNH, behind Rich 
,.. Byrne's 366 yards passing, 
stormed back to take a 40-38 
lead, only to see that lead vanish 
as Maine won 45-40. 
••• 
Last week was the first time 
that all three of the Jarostchuk 
brothers were forced out of 
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Will Bobby Jean's arm be the main weapon Saturday? If yes, 
he will break Denis Steven's passing record.(Mark DesRochers 
file photo) 
action. Ilia is sidelined for the 
year with a torn bicep; Alex is 
bothered by a sore left knee, and 
Basil was out with cracked ribs. 
However, Basil will be back this 
weekend. Bowes said Basil p~ac­
ticed all week, and "will be ready 
for the Maine game." 
••• 
Several Wildcats could find 
themselves in the UNH record 
books .come Saturday evening. 
Curtis Olds has 36 catches amd 
601 yards .thus ·far and is ap-
proaching marks held by Peter 
O'Donnell (39 catches) and Lee 
Pope (655 yards receiving).Jean 
should break one record and has 
a shot at two. He is second to 
Denis Stevens' 1981 passing 
total of 1754 yards with 1740. 
He is also three touchdowns 
short of tying Stevens' mark of 
17 touchdown tosses, also in 
1981. 
Crew-Note 
Women's swim team 
drowns Catamounts 
By Stephen Skobeleff 
Coaches everywhere tell their 
athletes that things begin to roll 
after that first win is marked 
in the bookS. For the UNH · 
women's swimming team that 
first win came at the earliest 
possible oppurtunity, as the 
Wildcats scored a 164-96 victory 
_over the Vermont Catamounts. 
Head coach Carol Rowe was 
thrilled with the results of the 
opener and is furthermore ex-
cited about the way her team 
is molding. Rowe feels that this 
year's team is working harder 
~han any of her earlier teams. 
The 'Cats took the early 
· advantage at 11-4 with a win 
in the meet' s first event, the 200 
medley relay. The UNH relay 
team of Beth Robinson, Pam 
Birsinger, Sue Bernard, and 
Abby Robb captured first place 
in the event with a time of 
1: 59:41. Cata mount represen-
tatives Susan Bridge, Debra 
Thomas, Joanne Carilli, and 
Kendall McCauley followed 
with a close second at 1:59:97. 
The Wildcat lead built up by 
this initial triumph would never 
fade, as the women grabbed first 
place in all but three of the next 
fifteen events. Freshman Sue 
Ogden swam to a time of 2:03:06 
in the 200 freestyle to take a first 
place in that event, edging out 
. teammate Nancy Kitchen who 
finished at 2:03:45. 
In the 100 breastroke co-
captian Birsinger began a streak 
of seven UNH first place fin-
ishes, taking the top spot in her _ 
e:vent with a time of 1 :09:84. 
Birsinger's first was followed 
by those of Bernard, Jennifer 
Branon, Anne Miller, Ogden 
(for her second such finish on 
the day), Kitchen, and 13irsinger 
her~elf in their respective cate-
gories. 
'Cats Sharon Jackson, Pam 
Gauvin, and the 200 fre~style 
relay team of Beth Bochenek, 
Robb, Ogden, and Branon also 
finished ahead of their respec-
tive packs, to round out the 
Wildcat number one finishers. 
Coach Rowe pointed out 
though that a first place finish 
on its own.does not make much 
difference this season. A team 
has to have depth this year due 
to the changes made in scoring. 
The scoring for indiYidual 
events this year is seven points 
for first place, four for the 
second spot, three for third, two. 
for fourth and one for fifth. 
Obviously seven points would 
not stand on its own. 
!fhe Wildcats exemplified 
their depth in their first meet 
though with the conquering of 
Vermont. Rowe likes the fact 
that her freshmen got rid of 
their first meet jitters and came 
away with a win. The girls next 
make waves at Connecticut this 
Saturday at 2:00. 
New Hampshire Outing Club · 
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Good advice perhaps, but advice which· is sometimes 
hard to follow. · 
And when life does get you down ... 
When life seems too serious ... 
That's when you need someone_ to listen, someone 
to care. 
That's why we're here. . 
Give us a call anytime between 6 p.m. and midnight 
·h · -~.; at 862-2293. 
We're a;t}j,._../11[} the Campus Crisis Intervention 
~ Hotline. 
We'll Hsten, we care. 
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ECAC berth gives soccer women Green problem 
Beth O'Connor and the women's soccer team are hoping to win all of the loose balls at the 
ECAC's this weekend.(Stu Evans file photo) · 
'Cats belt NU, NCAA's next 
By Kathy Daly 
For one last showdown, se-
nior field hockey players Pauline 
Collins, Karen Geromini, Sandi 
Costigan, Martha Lozeau, Kate 
Dumphy, and Jackie Brogan 
took to Memorial Field Wed-
nesday. They and the rest of the 
the team faced the Huskies of 
Northeastern. In a hard fought 
contest in freezing tempera-
tures, UNH beat Northeastern 
2-1 to make its record 15-2. 
As in Friday's game against 
Boston College, play}n the first 
half was not of the quality UNH 
is capable of. The Wildcats were 
not controlling the midfield and 
had trouble establishing mo-
mentum, although a few attacks 
were mustered. The Huskies 
had the same troubles and the 
score remained 0-0 at halftime. · 
Also like the BC game, the 
W'ildcats came out much 
stronger in the second half. A 
total team effort led to better 
passing combinations and move-
By Mark Desrochers 
The UNH men's soccer team 
finished a disappointing season 
- Tuesday by dropping the final 
game 3-0 to Babson College here 
in Durham. Their final record 
ends ,at 3-11-1. 
In a game that typified the 
whole season,_ the Wildcats 
played their opponents well but 
seemed to let down after miss-
ing early scoring opportunities. 
"It was a typical game for us," 
said one player who wished to 
remain anonymous. "We had 
a lot of shots on goal, but then 
we would get frustrated and try 
to force things. We just weren't 
getting any breaks." 
For the first ten minutes, both 
sides played equally well. The 
'Cats had the first chance to 
score on a direct kick from 20 
yards out, but it was deflected 
off the goalpost. 
The 'Cats began to force 
things after the first miss and -
this allowed Babson to ..rake its 
ment off the ball. . 
Karen Geromini, who leads 
the Wildcats in scoring with 22 
goals, scored for the 'Cats 7 
minutes and 3 seconds into the 
half. 
. The scoring drive began at 
midfield where Sandi Costigan 
intercepted a Northeastern pass 
and out-manouevered the Hus-
kies all the way down the field. 
Costigan crossed the ball into 
t~e lap of the NU goalie_ where 
Lori Mercier shot. Mercier's 
shot rebounded off the goalie 
and Geromini was .there for the 
follow-up. The goal gave UNH 
a 1-0 lead. 
Eighteen minutes later, the 
Wildcats went up by two on an 
unassisted goal by Shelly Ro-
binson. This goal was the result 
of the continued pressure put 
on the Northeastern defensive 
unit. 
The Wildcats remained 
strong and played in the Huskies 
defensive end until the last three 
first shot on goal. Paul Ostberg 
fired a rocket from 30 yards out 
that karemed through UNH 
goalie Dave Barlow's hands. 
Babson led 1-0 with 25 minutes 
left to play in the first half. 
UNH had many other chan-
ces to score in the first half but 
had no luck, and a good perfor-
mance by Babson goalie Dan 
Poulin kept them from putting 
anything on the board. Two 
UNH shots on goal flew jus·t 
wide and Poulin smothered 
three other shots. 
Babson scored its second goal 
with ten minutes remaining in 
the first half. Babson forwara 
Tom Fisher intercepted a UNH 
pass and broke away, forcing 
Barlow to come out of goal 
Fisher passed off to Dan Cal-
dicott who placed a perfect kick 
ove-r Barlow's head. UNH re-
tired to the locker room down 
2-0 at the half.' · 
The second half was played 
at stalemate for the majority 
minutes of the contest. At this 
time, Northeastern managed 
to create offensive threats which 
resulted in a goal, making the 
score)'."1. 
New Hampshire's victory 
capped the regular season as win 
number fifteen. The Wildcats, 
who finished top regionnally, 
wait until Monday to find out 
their seed going into the NCAA 
Tournament. UNH is already 
guaranteed a bye in the first 
round because of its number one 
finish in the Northeast. 
This pushes the Wildcats-
directly into the second round, 
which is played Sunday, No-
vember 16 at an unknown site. 
UNH will play the winner of 
the first round. The Wildcats 
are looking for a victory to put 
them into the Final Four, held 
November 22-23 at Old Domin-
ion University in Virginia. 
of the time. UNH again had 
opportu.nities to score, but failed 
to capitalize, mainly due to 
Poulin'~ goalkeeping. 
Babson's final goal came with 
a minute left to play in the game. 
In a desperate surge by UNH 
to force at least one goal, Dan 
Williams intercepte9 a UNH 
pass and again broke down field. 
Williams passed off to Dan 
Egan, who fired past Barlow for 
the third and fin al goal of the 
game. 
Head coach Ted Garber felt 
that the season started badly. 
"We were missing some of our 
key players for our first game," 
said Garber. "We were slow 
getting out of the starting blocks 
and we never really got going 
this season." 
Garber also felt that Tues-
day's game was a good indication 
, of how things have gone all year 
for his team. But he gave credit 
to his players. "They never gave 
up. We play in a tough league 
By Paul Sweeney 
Success seems to follow some 
people around no matter what 
they _do. Marjorie Anderson is 
a prime example. Women's 
soccer at UNH, coached by 
Anderson, has existed as a 
varsity"sport for.only two years. 
Yet for the second consecutive 
season, the Wildcats are on their 
way to play in the ECAC post-
season tournament held at Bos-
ton College this weekend. And-
erson's work with the soccei:: 
program at UNH has brought 
unheard of results for such an 
inexperienced unit. 
The ECAC's match the Wild-
cats with the Un.iversity of 
Vermont today at noon. This 
is the first game of the four team 
tournament. Later in the day, 
Boston College and Holy Cross 
take the field. The winners will 
play each other for the title 
tomorrow afternoon. UNH has 
to be excited about its chances. 
In the regular season, they beat 
Holy Cross 2-1, and gained 0-
0 ties against BC and UVM. 
Perhaps a little too anxious 
to get going on the playoffs, 
UNH overlooked a decent Dart-
mouth squad in the final game 
of the regular season on Tues-
day. The Big Green sank their 
teeth "into the Wildcats, snatch-
ing a 3-1 victory. 
New Hampshire capitalized 
first on Eileen Corrigan's first 
goal 'of the year. Assisting on 
the play were Sharon Russell · 
and Colleen Walsh. It was all 
downhill from there though. 
Before halftime, Dartmouth's 
Jane McBride e_vened the score 
at one. 
In the second half, Becky 
Barendirck netted two goals for 
the Big Green, lifting them past 
the Wildcats 3-1. This was not 
a hard pill to swallow for UNH 
though. The loss had no bearing 
on their status in the playoffs. 
The ticket to the ECAC tpur-
nament for the Wildcats- was 
a 7 -5-3 regular season record. 
It was a ye::fr full of questions 
and answers for UNH. The 
'Cats struggled at various stages 
of the '86 campaign and there 
were questions if they'd make 
it to where they are now. "In 
the middle of the season, we lost 
to three nationally ranked 
teams," said Anderson. "After 
that, we couldn't seem to pick 
ourselves up and then we lost 
to Providence and that hurt. At 
that point I had doubts as to 
whether we'd make it to where 
we are now." 
Fortunately, that problem 
was solved. "I attribute a lot of 
our success to the leadership 
given by the seniors both on and 
off the field," said Anderson. 
'We are a young team and we 
needed 'them to pull us togeth-
er." 
Anderson herself 1s no 
stranger to playoff competi-
tion. As a player at UMass, she 
participated in national tour-
naments for both soccer and 
lacrosse. As a coach, along with 
her soccer accomplishment, 
Anderson also led the 1986 
Wildcat women's lacrosse team 
to the ECAC title in her first 
year at the helm. However, in 
referring to her coaching for-
tunes, Anderson gives more 
credit to the athletes at UNH 
than to herself. 
"The athletes here are hard 
working, dedicated and. talented. 
They are the reason for my 
success," she said modestly. 
.Anderson finds something 
extra special in making the 
ECAC's for the second year in 
a row. "This year ts more 
special," she said. "If you do it 
once, people from the outside 
can say it was luck. To do it two 
years in a row, people will more 
easily credit you with the hard 
work and ability it took you to 
do it." -
With a very young UNH 
team wasting no time in getting 
its feet wet with regional suc-
cess, one can only wonder how 
far away national recognition 
is for the Wildcats. Anderson 
can see it in the future. "A lot 
depends on our recruiting in the 
next couple of years. I certainly 
hope we can be a national force 
in the next four years, but that 
is an eager outlook." 
Continued success is a great 
way to bring prospects to UNH. 
With promising youngsters on 
this year's club and a great coach 
in Anderson, success shouldn't 
be too difficult. Let us concen- . 
trate on the moment though, 
· an wish good luck to the Wild-
cats in ECAC action. 
The men's soccer team lost its last game of the season to 
Babson.(Mark DesRochers file photo) 
and none of those teams are 
pansies, including our team." 
Next year is what all losing 
teams have to look forward to, 
and UNH is no exception'. 
Garber feels that he has a "good 
nucleus of players returning" 
but that ii is hard to forsee how 
they will really fare. 
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Sports 
Leash law would have helped Wildcats 
By Chris Heisenberg 
The final score was 6-3 on 
Tuesday night, but it seems 
unfair to assess UNH a loss. 
Nevertheless, the Boston Uni-
versity Terriers backed out of 
Durham with a win. 
The tremendously expe -
rienced Terriers, a pre.season 
favorite to win the Hockey East 
title and challenge for the 
national title, took advantage 
of strange goals to take an early 
lead, but from there on went 
into 'a,defensive shell. 
"If they are a top ten ream, 
then we are too," defenseman 
Jeff Cournoyer said. "We can 
skate with them, but tonight 
they just got the lucky bounces. 
We played a good game all-
around, but came out short." 
"We played a good team, but 
we learned we are as good as 
them," Rick Lambert said. "We 
played well defensively (26 
shots against), but we need 
luck." 
In the first period Boston 
ifoi"versity, which was comi.ng 
ott two upsets at the hands ot 
Maine, showed its talent with 
quick passes and breakouts, 
scorin uickly on a powerplay. 
Scott Young took a loose puck 
on the outerside of the face-off 
circle, and put a shot just under 
the crossbar and goal post. 
UNH knotted up the score 
with a fine individual effort by 
Tim Hanley, who used h\s 
skating strength to break behind 
the BU defenseman, then push 
his way to the front of the net 
for a backhanded goal. 
For the next four minutes BU 
controlled the puck in the UNH 
zone, finding the open defen-
seman at the point, and going 
to the net for rebounds. After 
one such failed clear, Ed Lowney 
took ·the puck off the boards 
towards the net, letting a shot 
go which went just inside the 
near post. 
Just 28 secoµds later defen-
seman David Quinn put a waist 
high shot on goal which bounced 
off a number of people before 
slowly dipping into the net, 
giving BU a 3-1 lead. 
But the Wildcats capitalized 
on one of the many BU penal-
ties, closing the gap to 3-2 at 
the end of one period. Using a 
criss-cross pattern of a two-on-
two break, James Richmond got 
free to wrist a shot into the far 
Will the Wildcats utilize Norm Ford and establish run this 
weekend against Maine?(Mark DesRochers photo) 
UNH's Tim Hanley tied the score at 1-1 with this backhand goal.(Mark DesRochers photo) 
side of the net. 
In the second period the 
Terriers began to slow the game 
down, but still regained a two 
goal lead when Mike Sullivan's 
shot ricocheted off the end 
boards right to Mike Keifer, 
who had an empty net infront 
of him. 
UNH countered with a David 
Aiken goal. He one-timed a 
rebound into the upper part of 
the net. UNH then had a pow-
erplay in which they controlled 
play, but couldn't get the tying 
goal. 
"We've been spending more 
time on puck control, not throw-
ing it away," said lambert. "Our 
powerplay is important, and we 
are controlling the puck well 
on it." 
"With the new rules (more 
calls for hooking and highstick-
ing) the special teams become 
more important," Cournoyer 
said. "In a close game those can 
determine the winner." 
With a 4-on-3 man advan -
tage, BU got a quick goal off the 
ensuing faceoff. The puck went 
from Quinn to Tom Ryan and 
through Young's screen for a 
powerplay goal. 
UNH held a shot advantage 
of 12-9 in the s·econd and an 
even wider, margin of 17-5 in 
the third period, when the 
Terriers slowed the game to a 
c:rawl. They also added a third 
period goal from captain John 
Cullen. He demonstated why 
he is considered a Hobey Baker 
candidate by freezing the de-
fensemen behind the net, and 
tucking a shot right inside the 
post. 
Saturday the Wildcats travel 
to BU .for a rematch. The 
Wildcats' record is now 2-2-1, ' 
while BU's is 1-2. 
UNH played without Dan 
Prachar, who injured his left 
knee on his goal last Saturday. 
Prachar will probably sit out 
Saturday's game as well as 
Sunday's exhibit.ion here at 
Snively against the Danish 
National Team. 
Bowes knows Bears can kill 
By Rick Kampersal 
Despite rhe Wildcats' glitter-
ing 7-1 mark and Maine's less-
than-glittering 5-4 record, this 
Saturday's game against the 
Black Bears could be yery inter· 
esting. For the second week in 
a row, UNH will be playing 
against a team relegated to the 
role of-spoilers. "Maine is a very 
good team," emphasized a cau-
tious coach' Bill Bowes. "They 
showed that in their near-win 
over Delaware. In fact, they 
should have beaten them." 
Not only have the players 
been busy practicing this week, 
the trainers deserve recognition 
for the job that they did. Last 
Saturday against. the Rams, 
Wildcats were dropping like 
flies. Sophomore quarterback 
Bobby Jean, the most notable 
casualty, suffered a sprained 
right ankle and had to be carried 
off of the field. However, Jean's 
ankle has improved and his 
status has been upgraded to 
"probable". · 
"Bobby's ankle has healed 
faster than we thought," said 
Bowes. "He plans to practice 
today (Thursday) and we'll see 
bow it goes from there." Jean 
will be under a lot of pressure 
from the Maine front line, 
which effectively got to Dela-
ware quarterback Rich Gannon 
last week. 
In case Jean can't go or is re-
injured, Bowes will insert so-
phomore Mark Carr. Rich 
Byrne, last year's starter and this 
year's co-captain, suffered a 
fractured right wrist and two 
broken fingers on the same 
hand. He is lost for the remaind-
er of the season. 
Despite Carr's inexperience, 
Bowes has no second thoughts 
about putting him in. "Mark has 
shown to us all that he ca11. play. 
He has a very strong arm and 
I have confidence in him should 
he be called upon." 
Freshman wide receiver Rob 
Spittel, who went down in the 
third quarter of the Rhode 
Island game with a deep thigh 
bruise, expressed optimism in 
returning to action this week. 
"It feels better. I haven't prac-
ticed all week but I will on 
Thursday. If all .goes well, I 
should play," said Spittel. 
Fans could be in for an excit-
ing mix of football. Last week, 
UNH won the game without an 
effective passing attack, thanks 
largely to the grind-it-out run-
ning style of freshman tailback 
Norm Ford. Both teams have 
good quarterbacks in Jean and 
sophomore quarterback Mike 
Buck, who is an effective passer 
and will strike at any moment. 
On the other hand, the two 
teams als.o sha.re the leading 
rushers in the Yankee· Confer-
ence. Ford, who has rushed for 
over 100 yards in four straight 
games, leads the .conference in 
yards per game with an average 
of 87. The freshman standout 
has been voted Yankee Confer-
ence Rookie of the Week two 
times and is a leading candidate 
for the conference's Rookie-of-
the-Ye'ar award. Maine will · 
counter with 5'9" 175 pound 
tailback Doug Dorsey. The 
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